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Abstract
Facial expressions are vital ways of communication between humans in social contexts.
They are used as conversational markers and they convey information about affective and
cognitive state. Many applications would benefit from the advance of automatic facial
expression recognition (AFER). Robust AFER would improve human-computer interaction,
it would increase driving safety, would help medical personal to better take care of patients
with impaired communication ability and could transform online education. In recent
years significant advancement has been undertaken in AFER with the use of deep neural
networks (DNN). Unfortunately this increase in performance came with increased opacity.
The current status of DNNs as ”black-box” model hinders the advancement of the field. In
this dissertation, we propose a new general framework for analysing deep neural networks
based on the systematic study of their topology while they are learning patterns in the
data. We use this framework to study a newly proposed DNN, specially built for Action
Unit recognition which results in better understanding, control and increased performance.
In summary, this dissertation has the following main contributions: a) Definition of
comprehensive taxonomy of automatic computer vision approaches to automatic facial
expression recognition followed by an extended review of historical and current trends in
AFER. b) Proposal of a model that learns representation, patch and output structure
of the face end-to-end e) Introduction of a structure inference topology that replicates
inference algorithm in probabilistic graphical models by using a recurrent neural network
c) Extended ablation study and experimental analysis of the newly proposed architecture
d) Analysis and improving performance of the previously proposed architecture for facial
expression architecture using the new theoretical framework. e) Formulation of novel
general framework for analysis of deep neural networks based on algebraic topology f)
Analysis of fundamental topological differences between DNNs that learn and DNNs that
memorize g) Demonstrating the use of newly proposed analytical framework on facial
action unit recognition using DSIN.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The face is a fundamental component of human identity. By looking at someone’s face
humans can almost instantly tell if they know the person, her gender and age, where is
she looking and if they are in pain or amused. On whatever airport you would be in the
world, in order to verify your identity, a customs officer will look at you and compare your
face to a reference photo you have in the passport. The same thing will happen if you get
stopped by the police on the street, if you request some service in an office of the local
administration, or if you are trying to get a reduction fee when entering into a museum
because maybe you are a student. In marketing, when famous artists or athletes endorse
some company, product or cause, it will be their face that you will see on a billboard or
a TV commercial. The face entered even into politics, many western countries having
endless debates and even passing laws regulating if people have the right to cover their
faces in public.
Facial shape has great diversity and uniqueness among humans. The specific morphology
of the skull and of the soft tissues, muscles, fat and skin that cover it, is unique to every
person and changes only very slowly with age. But besides its rigid shape conveying
essential information about human identity, faces are also highly morpho-dynamic being a
vital conveyor of social signals. Faces are very important in the way we communicate, we
picture ourselves and we think about emotion. For example, one of the most used forms
of depicting human emotion in art is through facial expressions (see Fig.1.1). By looking
at someone’s face, we can most times tell if that person is sad or happy, if they are in
doubt, if what they say is ironic or serious or if they might be in pain. In general the face
is a very rich source of affective and cognitive information and an important channel of
communication. In this context it is interesting to note that newborn babies are able to
recognize and mimic their mother facial expressions years before they are able to speak or
walk. Facial expressions are one of the first motor coordination skills that humans posses.
Recognizing facial expressions is essential for being able to tell what others feel and think
and to influence their actions which has high importance for survival.

1

Figure 1.1: It has always been very common in art to portray emotion as facial expression.
Sculptures by Franz Messerschmidt, 18th century artist.
This amazing human capability is largely taken for granted. We rarely think how
it is possible to be able to recognize so many different facial expressions with such
precision and robustness. But as for many other cognitive capacities, their complexity only
becomes obvious when we are trying to replicate them into a human engineered device
like a computer. How a computer could replicate these amazing capacities with higher
performance and increased transparency is the topic of this dissertation.
Imagine for a second a lunch with friends. At a certain point one of you grabs her
smart phone, takes a photo and shares it on some social media network. Maybe the picture
looks something like in Fig. 1.2. What everybody else will see is a nice image with a bunch
of dear friends around a table full of great food. A more interested observer will infer
an amazing amount of things just by taking a glance at this photo. They will recognize
that you are sharing a salad and most of you are having a glass of wine. They will notice
what kind of clothes you wear and combined with the strong light coming through the
window will probably think that the weather is warm. By the background, they will also
think that you are in someone’s living room, not in a restaurant and the context is casual.
Then by looking at the persons they will easily be able to tell that there are three women
and three men around the table and that they are around 30 years old. Closer attention
they would pay to everyone’s faces more social cues will become obvious. One can tell
where people are looking, if they are about to say something and with whom are they
interacting to. And by the facial expressions, one could also infer cognitive and affective
states and markers of conversation. For example, that some are slightly amused, others
slightly impressed and at least one guy tries to falsely act disgusted.
Overall, the amount of information our brains are capable of extracting from a single
image is truly impressive especially if one would like to replicate this capacity in an
engineered device like a computer. All the things that your friend ”sees” are inferences
that she is making in her head, starting from the early visual system to the visual cortex
2

Figure 1.2: A human can infer a lot of information from a static image like object
recognition, semantic segmentation, 3D scene reconstruction. In this thesis we focus on
automatic facial expression recognition (AFER). Replicating this ability into a machine is
challenging.
and beyond. Strictly speaking the image itself of a facial expression is only a collection of
numbers with a specific grid-like structure (see Fig. 1.3). The main focus of computer
vision is to try to reach a higher level understanding of images. This can be used for object
recognition, scene parsing, semantic segmentation or facial expression recognition from
this simple collection of numbers represented by an image. Our focus is on Automatic
Facial Expression Recognition (AFER) from images.
Let’s think for a while at the challenges. Look at Fig. 1.2 again. Probably the large
majority of humans, if asked, would agree that the man on the left and the blonde lady
on the right are slightly amused. But this is the results of a complex pattern recognition
algorithm built in our brains. But the collections of numbers contained in the photos
would be very different from face to face due to different identity, different poses and
different occlusions or hair styles. A robust algorithm would have to learn what relevant
information to consider and what to ignore in order to make a decision. These problems
are common in any kind of pattern recognition tasks be it from images, audio, or any
other type of signal.
In late years, a very powerful model, called Deep Neural Networks (DNN), achieved
unprecedented performance in a myriad of tasks, usually when a large amounts of data is
available. Unfortunately, at the same time these learning models, as they became more
powerful they also became more complex and opaque.
Neural networks is not a new idea. The intuition that the designers of a learning
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Figure 1.3: An image is a structured collection of numbers. A computer able to gain
understanding from an image will need to implement robust pattern recognition algorithms.
This is the aim of computer vision. This thesis focuses on improving performance and
interpretability of deep learning algorithms that recognize facial expressions from images.
algorithm should look for inspiration to the mammalian brain, was a central way of
thinking since the beginning of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the 1940s. Scientists and
innovators focused on greatly simplified mathematical models that describe a biological
neuron behaviour. It was theoretically shown that given the right scale, these simplified
neurons, when put together are able to approximate any kind of function, no matter how
complex. Unfortunately this brings up an important problem. Although the code for
specifying the architecture and training of a model can be simple, the results can be very
complex, oftentimes effectively resulting in ”black boxes”. When a DNN looks at a picture
and decides that it contains the face of a person that looks ”happy” or ”sad” (see Fig.
1.4), the exact functional processes that generate these outputs are hard to interpret even
to the scientists who generated the algorithms in the first place, although some progress
in interpretability is being made. Finally we end up with a paradoxical situation, in which
we have models that perform well but we do not really know how and why. We are thus
interested in improving performance in AFER from images using DNNs and at the same
time gain understanding about how these models learn.

1.1

Motivation and Objectives

We previously outlined the main motivation of this thesis. We restate it here together
with the main objectives that consequently derive. The whole manuscript is structured
along these lines:
1. Facial expressions (FE) are vital signaling systems of affect, conveying
cues about the emotional and cognitive state of humans. If we want to
4
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“Happy”

“Sad”

Figure 1.4: Increased performance of deep neural networks in a myriad of computer vision
problems also came with greater opaqueness. In this thesis, we propose a novel framework
that provides new insight into how deep neural networks learn, with applications into
improved facial expressions recognition.
gain better understanding of humans we should improve performance in facial
expression recognition. This is the main objective of this thesis.
2. Deep neural networks (DNN) are increasingly opaque as they grow in
performance and complexity. They are regarded as ”black-box” models. For
better performance, usability and general public acceptance it is important to gain
understanding into what does it mean to learn in deep neural networks.
While this is a general objective and we propose a general framework, applicable to
a myriad of problems, we focus our attention to our initial motivation and objective,
namely into what does it mean to learn facial expressions in deep neural
networks and how could this be used for increased performance.

1.2

Contributions and Thesis Outline

We present several contributions to the problem of facial expression recognition. They are
grouped in three main categories: contributions related to the taxonomy of facial expression recognition, contributions to improving performance of automatic facial expression
recognition and contributions related to interpretability of deep neural networks. There is
a direct correspondence between this categorization and the outline of this manuscript.
The contributions are the following:
1. Automatic Facial Expression Recognition. General Framework, Evolutionary Perspective and Trends. We define a comprehensive taxonomy of
5

automatic computer vision approaches for automatic facial expression recognition
(AFER). The definition and choices of the different components are analyzed and
discussed. This is complemented with a section dedicated to the historical evolution
of FE approaches and an in-depth analysis of latest trends. Additionally, we provide
an introduction into affect inference from the face from an evolutionary perspective.
We emphasize research produced since the last major review of AFER in 2009. Our
focus on inferring affect, defining a comprehensive taxonomy and treating different
modalities is aiming at proposing a more general perspective on AFER and its
current trends. The main contributions are:
(a) An evolutionary perspective of affect inference from the face (Chapter 2.2).
(b) Definition of comprehensive taxonomy of automatic computer vision approaches
to automatic facial expression recognition (Chapter 2.3).
(c) Extended survey of historical and current trends in AFER (Chapter. 2.4).
2. Performance in Facial Expression Recognition. We propose a deep neural
architecture that tackles local representation learning and class structure learning
by combining learned local and global features in its initial stages and replicating a
message passing algorithm between classes similar to a graphical model inference
approach in later stages. We show that by training the model end-to-end with
increased supervision we improve state-of-the-art facial action unit recognition. The
main contributions are:
(a) Proposal of a model that learns representation, patch and output structure of
the face end-to-end (Chapter 3.3).
(b) Introduction of a structure inference topology that replicates inference algorithm
in probabilistic graphical models by using a recurrent neural network (Chapter
3.3).
(c) Extended ablation study and experimental analysis of the newly proposed
architecture (Chapter 3.4).
3. Interpretability in Facial Expression Recognition. We derive a novel approach
to define what it means to learn in deep networks. We show how this defines the
ability of a network to generalize to unseen testing samples and, most importantly,
why this is the case. More concretely, there are three main contributions:
(a) Formulation of novel general framework for analysis of deep neural networks
based on algebraic topology (Chapter 4).
(b) Analysis of fundamental topological differences between DNNs that learn and
DNNs that memorize (Chapter 5).
6

(c) Analyze and improving performance of the previously proposed architecture for
facial expression architecture using the new theoretical framework (Chapter 6.)

7
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Chapter 2
Automatic Recognition of Facial
Expressions and Facial Action Units:
Taxonomy, Related Work and Trends
Facial expressions are an important way through which humans interact socially. Building
a system capable of automatically recognizing facial expressions from images and video
has been an intense field of study in recent years. Interpreting such expressions remains
challenging and much research is needed about the way they relate to human affect. This
chapter presents a general overview of automatic facial expression analysis. We define a
new taxonomy for the field, encompassing all steps from face detection to facial expression
recognition, and describe and classify the state of the art methods accordingly. We also
present the important datasets and the bench-marking of most influential methods. We
conclude with a general discussion about trends, important questions and future lines of
research.

2.1

Introduction

Facial expressions (FE) are vital signaling systems of affect, conveying cues about the
emotional state of persons. Together with voice, language, hands and posture of the
body, they form a fundamental communication system between humans in social contexts.
Automatic FE recognition (AFER) is an interdisciplinary domain standing at the crossing
of behavioral science, neurology, and artificial intelligence.
Studies of the face were greatly influenced in premodern times by popular theories
of physiognomy and creationism. Physiognomy assumed that a person’s character or
personality could be judged by their outer appearance, especially the face [168]. Leonardo
Da Vinci was one of the first to refute such claims stating they were without scientific
support [29]. In the 17th century in England, John Buwler studied human communication

9

Figure 2.1: In the 19th century, Duchenne de Boulogne conducted experiments on how
FEs are produced. From [37].
with particular interest in the sign language of persons with hearing impairment. His book
Pathomyotomia or Dissection of the significant Muscles of the Affections of the Mind was
the first consistent work in the English language on the muscular mechanism of FE [78].
About two centuries later, influenced by creationism, Sir Charles Bell investigated FE
as part of his research on sensory and motor control. He believed that FE was endowed
by the Creator solely for human communication. Subsequently, Duchenne de Boulogne
conducted systematic studies on how FEs are produced [37]. He published beautiful
pictures of sometimes strange FEs obtained by electrically stimulating facial muscles (see
Figure 2.1). Approximately in the same historical period, Charles Darwin firmly placed
FE in an evolutionary context [36]. This marked the beginning of modern research of FEs.
More recently, important advancements were made through the works of researchers like
Carroll Izard and Paul Ekman who inspired by Darwin performed seminal studies of FEs
[90, 48, 50].

2.2

Inferring affect from FEs

Depending on context FEs may have varied communicative functions. They can regulate
conversations by signaling turn-taking, convey biometric information, express intensity of
mental effort, and signal emotion. By far, the latter has been the one most studied.

10

2.2.1

Describing affect

Attempts to describe human emotion mainly fall into two approaches: categorical and
dimensional description.
Categorical description of affect. Classifying emotions into a set of distinct classes
that can be recognized and described easily in daily language has been common since
at least the time of Darwin. More recently, influenced by the research of Paul Ekman
[48, 49] a dominant view upon affect is based on the underlying assumption that humans
universally express a set of discrete primary emotions which include happiness, sadness,
fear, anger, disgust, and surprise (see Figure 2.2). Mainly because of its simplicity and
its universality claim, the universal primary emotions hypothesis has been extensively
exploited in affective computing.

Figure 2.2: Primary emotions expressed on the face. From left to right: disgust, fear, joy,
surprise, sadness, anger. From [8].
Dimensional description of affect. Another popular approach is to place a particular emotion into a space having a limited set of dimensions [79, 172, 227]. These
dimensions include valence (how pleasent or unpleasent a feeling is) activation1 (how
likely is the person to take action under the emotional state) and control (the sense of
control over the emotion). Due to the higher dimensionality of such descriptions they
can potentially describe more complex and subtle emotions. Unfortunately, the richness
of the space is more difficult to use for automatic recognition systems because it can be
challenging to link such described emotion to a FE. Usually automatic systems based on
dimensional representation of emotion simplify the problem by dividing the space in a
limited set of categories like positive vs negative or quadrants of the 2D space [243].

2.2.2

An evolutionist approach to FE of affect

At the end of the 19th century Charles Darwin wrote The Expression of the emotion in
Man and Animals, which largely inspired the study of FE of emotion. Darwin proposed
that FEs are the residual actions of more complete behavioral responses to environmental
challenges. Constricting the nostrils in disgust served to reduce inhalation of noxious or
1

Also known as arousal.
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harmful substances. Widening the eyes in surprise increased the visual field to see an
unexpected stimulus. Darwin emphasized the adaptive functions of FEs.
More recent evolutionary models have come to emphasize their communicative functions
[65]. [191] proposed a process of exaptation in which adaptations (such as constricting
the nostrils in disgust) became recruited to serve communicative functions. Expressions
(or displays) were ritualized to communicate information vital to survival. In this way,
two abilities were selected for their survival advantages. One was to automatically display
exaggerated forms of the original expressions; the other was to automatically interpret the
meaning of these expressions. From this perspective, disgust communicates potentially
aversive foods or moral violations; sadness communicates request for comfort. While some
aspects of evolutionary accounts of FE are controversial [14], strong evidence exists in
their support. Evidence includes universality of FEs of emotion, physiological specificity
of emotion, and automatic appraisal and unbidden occurrence [47, 105, 143].
Universality. There is a high degree of consistency in the facial musculature among
peoples of the world. The muscles necessary to express primary emotions are found
universally [186, 77, 25], and homologous muscles have been documented in non-human
primates [218, 220, 219]. Similar FEs in response to species-typical signals have been
observed in both human and non-human primates [46].
Recognition. Numerous perceptual judgment studies support the hypothesis that FEs
are interpreted similarly at levels well above chance in both Western and non-Western
societies. Even critics of strong evolutionary accounts [173], [93] find that recognition of
FEs of emotion are universally above chance and in many cases quite higher.
Physiological specificity. Physiological specificity appears to exist as well. Using
directed facial action tasks to elicit basic emotions, Levenson and colleagues [118] found
that HR, GSR, and skin temperature systematically varied with the hypothesized functions
of basic emotions. In anger, blood flow to the hands increased to prepare for fight. For
the central nervous system, patterns of prefrontal and temporal asymmetry systematically
differed between enjoyment and disgust when measured using the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) [52]. Left-frontal asymmetry was greater during enjoyment; right frontal
asymmetry was greater during disgust. These findings support the view that emotion
expressions reliably signal action tendencies [67, 155].
Subjective experience. While not critical to an evolutionary account of emotion, evidence
exists as well for concordance between subjective experience and FE of emotion [51, 246].
However, more work is needed in this regard. Until recently, manual annotation of FE or
facial EMG were the only means to measure FE of emotion. Because manual annotation
is labor intensive, replication of studies is limited.
In summary, the study of FE initially was strongly motivated by evolutionary accounts
of emotion. Evidence has broadly supported those accounts. However, FE more broadly
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figures in cultural bio-psycho-social accounts of emotion. Facial expression signals emotion,
communicative intent, individual differences in personality, and psychiatric and medical
status, and helps to regulate social interaction. With the advent of automated methods of
AFER, we are poised to make major discoveries in these areas.

2.2.3

Applications

The ability to automatically recognize FEs and infer affect has a wide range of applications.
AFER, usually combined with speech, gaze and standard interactions like mouse movements
and keystrokes can be used to build adaptive environments by detecting the user’s affective
states [45, 140]. Similarly, one can build socially aware systems [212, 39], or robots with
social skills like Sony’s AIBO and ATR’s Robovie [89]. Detecting students’ frustration
can help improve e-learning experiences [103]. Gaming experience can also be improved
by adapting difficulty, music, characters or mission according to the player’s emotional
responses [13, 203, 21]. Pain detection is used for monitoring patient progress in clinical
settings [136, 101, 88]. Detection of truthfulness or potential deception can be used
during police interrogations or job interviews [174]. Monitoring drowsiness or attentive
and emotional status of the driver is critical for the safety and comfort of driving [215].
Depression recognition from FEs is a very important application in analysis of psychological
distress [75, 185, 98]. Finally, in recent years successful commercial applications like
Emotient [3], Affectiva [1], RealEyes [7] and Kairos [5] perform large-scale internet-based
assessments of viewer reactions to ads and related material for predicting buying behaviour.

2.3

A taxonomy for recognizing FEs

In Figure 2.3 we propose a taxonomy for AFER, built along two main components:
parametrization and recognition of FEs. These are important components of an automatic
FE recognition system, regardless of the data modality.
Parametrization deals with defining coding schemes for describing FEs. Coding schemes
may be categorized into two main classes. Descriptive coding schemes parametrize FE
in terms of surface properties. They focus on what the face can do. Judgmental coding
schemes describe FEs in terms of the latent emotions or affects that are believed to generate
them. Please refer to Section 2.3.1 for further details.
An automatic facial analysis system from images or video usually consists of four main
parts. First, faces have to be localized in the image. Second, for many methods a face
registration has to be performed. During registration, fiducial points (e.g., the corners
of the mouth or the eyes) are detected, allowing for a particularization of the face to
different poses and deformations. In a third step, features are extracted from the face with
techniques dependent on the data modality. The approaches are divided into geometric
13

Parametrization

Descriptive: FACS, MAX, FAP
Judgement: Inferred emotions, EMFACS, AFFEX

Face localization
Global
Appearance
Automatic Facial
Expression
Recognition

Face registration
Local

Recognition

Global
Predesigned

Geometry

Local
Feature
extraction

Appearance
+ Geometry

Static: Landmark locations [216], Landmark
distances [160], PBVD [187], Candide Facial
Grid [109], Geometric distance [205, 204],
EDM [151], 3D mesh+Manifolds [28], Depth
map [17, 214], LBP [180, 81], Curvature
maps [242, 117]
Dynamic: Optical flow [229], MHI [107],
FFD [107], Level curve deformations [114],
FFD+QT [179], LBP-TOP [61]
Static: Curvature labels [222], Closed
curves [139], DMCIC+HOG [117], Depth
map+SIFT [17], BFSC [76]
Dynamic: MU [32, 31], FAP [161, 10],
EDM+Motion vectors [233]

Static: Shape+Color [206], Landmark distances+Angles+HOG [35], 3DMM [164], SFAM+LBP
[251, 252]
Dynamic: Landmark displacements+Intensity differences
[35]

Global

Static: CNN [165, 167, 128, 100, 195], AUDN [126], CNN
[87], DBM [83]
Dynamic

Local

Static: DBN [131]
Dynamic

Learned

Categorical

Static: BNC [32, 31, 187], NN [236, 206], kNN [80], SVM [207, 130],
SVM committee [84], RF [35], DBM [83], CNN [165, 167, 128, 100, 87,
195], AUDN [126], BDBN [131]
Dynamic: HMM [32, 10, 107, 114, 179, 230, 161], RF [35], VSL-CRF
[216], LSTM [229], SVM consensus [70], Rule-based [209, 208], SVM
[129, 61], LR [129], PLS [129]

Continuous

Static: RNN [64, 26], Kernel regression [154]
Dynamic: DBLSTM-RNN [82], Particle filters [182]

Expression
Classification
/ Regression

Figure 2.3:

Static: PHOG [40, 198], GSNMF [254],
PGKNMF [238], LBP [190, 184], LPQ [40],
Gabor filters [122, 123, 80, 138], MSDF
[198], BDI [236], StaFs [224], 2D-DCT
[106, 237, 224]
Dynamic: LBP-TOP [248, 198], LPQ-TOP
[198, 82], LGBP-TOP [82], Riemannian
manifolds [129], TDHF [132], StaFs [132,
224]
Static: Mean intensity [70], Eigenimages
[207], GLCM [84, 224]
Dynamic: BoW Hist. [130]

Taxonomy for AFER in Computer Vision. Red corresponds to RGB, green to 3D, and purple to thermal.
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or appearance based, global or local, and static or dynamic (Section 2.3.2.1). Other
approaches use a combination of these categories. Finally, machine learning techniques are
used to discriminate between FEs. These techniques can predict a categorical expression
or represent the expression in a continuous output space, and can model or not temporal
information about the dynamics of FEs (Section 2.3.2.2).
Modern FE recognition techniques rely on labeled data to learn discriminative patterns
for recognition and, in many cases, feature extraction. For this reason we introduce in
Section 2.3.3 the main datasets for all three modalities. These are characterized based on
the content of the labeled data, the capture conditions and participants distribution.

2.3.1

Parameterization of FEs

Descriptive coding schemes focus on what the face can do. The most well known
examples of such systems are Facial Action Coding System (FACS) and Face Animation
Paramters (FAP). Perhaps the most influential, FACS (1978; 2002) seeks to describe nearly
all possible FEs in terms of anatomically-based facial actions [53, 56]. The FEs are coded
in Action Units (AU), which define the contraction of one or more facial muscles (see
Figure 2.4). FACS also provides the rules for visual detection of AUs and their temporal
segments (onset, apex, offset, ordinal intensity). For relating FEs to emotions, Ekman
and Friesen later developed the EMFACS (Emotion FACS), which scores facial actions
relevant for particular emotion displays [66]. FAP is now part of the MPEG4 standard and
is used for synthesizing FE for animating virtual faces. Is is rarely used to parametrize
FEs for recognition purposes [161, 10]. Its coding scheme is based on the position of
key feature control points in a mesh model of the face. Maximally Discriminative Facial
Movement Coding System (MAX) [91], another descriptive system, is less granular and
less comprehensive. Brow raise in MAX, for instance, corresponds to two separate actions
in FACS. It is a truly sign-based approach as it makes no inferences about underlying
emotions.
Judgmental coding schemes, on the other hand, describe FEs in terms of the latent
emotions or affects that are believed to generate them. Because a single emotion or
affect may result in multiple expressions, there is no 1:1 correspondence between what
the face does and its emotion label. A hybrid approach is to define emotion labels in
terms of specific signs rather than latent emotions or affects. Examples are EMFACS and
AFFEX [92]. In each, expressions related to each emotion are defined descriptively. As
an example, enjoyment may be defined by an expression displaying an oblique lip-corner
pull co-occurring with cheek raise. Hybrid systems are similar to judgment-based systems
in that there is an assumed 1:1 correspondence between emotion labels and signs that
describe them. For this reason, we group hybrid approaches with judgment-based systems.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of lower and upper face AUs in FACS. Reprinted from [8].

2.3.2

Recognition of FEs

An AFER system consists of four steps: face detection, face registration, feature extraction
and expression recognition. As it is out of scope for this thesis, we will not consider the
first two steps in detail. We focus instead on feature extraction and expression recognition.
2.3.2.1

Feature extraction

Extracted features can be divided into predesigned and learned. Predesigned features are
hand-crafted to extract relevant information. Learned features are automatically learned
from the training data. This is the case of deep learning approaches, which jointly learn
the feature extraction and classficiation/regression weights. These categories are further
divided into global and local, where global features extract information from the whole
facial region, and local ones from specific regions of interest, usually corresponding to AUs.
Features can also be split into static and dynamic, with static features describing a single
frame or image and dynamic ones including temporal information.
Predesigned features can also be divided into appearance and geometrical. Appearance features use the intensity information of the image, while geometrical ones measure
distances, deformations, curvatures and other geometric properties. This is not the case of
learned features, for which the nature of the extracted information is usually unknown.
Geometric features describe faces through distances and shapes. These cannot be
extracted from thermal data, since dull facial features difficult the precise localization of
landmarks. Global geometric features, for both RGB and 3D modalities, usually describe
the face deformation based on the location of specific fiducial points. For RGB, [160]
uses the distance between fiducial points. The deformation parameters of a mesh model
are used in [187, 109]. Similarly, for 3D data [205] use the distance between pairs of 3D
landmarks, while [151] uses the deformation parameters of an EDM. Manifolds are used in
[28] to describe the shape deformation of a fitted 3D mesh separately at each frame of a
video sequence through Lipschitz embedding.
The use of 3D data allows generating 2D representations of facial geometry such as
depth maps [17, 214]. In [180] Local Binary Patterns (LBP) are computed over different
2D representations, extracting histograms from them. Similarly, [81] uses SVD to extract
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the 4 principal components from LBP histograms. In [242], the geometry is described
through the Conformal Factor Image (CFI) and Mean Curvature Image (MCI). [117]
captures the mean curvatures at each location with Differential Mean Curvature Maps
(DMCM), using HOG histograms to describe the resulting map.
In the dynamic case the goal is to describe how the face geometry changes over time.
For RGB data, facial motions are estimated from color or intensity information, usually
through Optical flow [229]. Other descriptors such as Motion History Images (MHI) and
Free-Form Deformations (FFDs) are also used [107]. In the 3D case, much denser geometric
data facilitates a global description of the facial motions. This is done either through
deformation descriptors or motion vectors. [114] extracts and segments level curvatures,
describing the deformation of each segment. FFDs are used in [179] to register the motion
between contiguous frames, extracting features through a quad-tree decomposition. Flow
images are extracted from contiguous frame pairs in [61], stacking and describing them
with LBP-TOP.
In the case of local geometric feature extraction, deformations or motions in localized
regions of the face are described. Because these regions are localized, it is difficult to
geometrically describe their deformations in the RGB case (being restricted by the precision
of the face registration step). As such, most techniques are dynamic for RGB data. In
the case of 3D data, where much denser geometric information is available, the opposite
happens.
In the static case, some 3D approaches describe the curvature at specific facial regions,
either using primitives [222] or closed curves [139]. Others describe local deformations
through SIFT descriptors [17] extracted from the depth map or HOG histograms extracted
from DMCM feature maps [117]. In [76] the Basic Facial Shape Components (BFSC) of
the neutral face are estimated from the expressive one, subtracting the expressive and
neutral face depth maps at rectangular regions around the eyes and mouth.
Most dynamic descriptors in the geometric, local case have been developed for the RGB
modality. These are either based on landmark displacements, coded with Motion Units
[32, 31], or the deformation of certain facial components such as the mouth, eyebrows and
eyes, coded with FAP [161, 10]. One exception is the work in [233] over 3D data, where
an EDM locates a set of landmarks and a motion vector is extracted from each landmark
and pair of frames.
Although geometrical features are effective for describing FEs, they fail to detect
subtler characteristics like wrinkles, furrows or skin texture changes. Appearance features
are more stable to noise, allowing for the detection of a more complete set of FEs, being
particularly important for detecting microexpressions. These feature extraction techniques
are applicable to both RGB and thermal modalities, but not to 3D data, which does not
convey appearance information.
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Global appearance features are based on standard feature descriptors extracted on the
whole facial region. For RGB data, usually these descriptors are applied either over the
whole facial patch or at each cell of a grid. Some examples include Gabor filters [122, 123],
LBP [190, 184], Pyramids of Histograms of Gradients (PHOG) [198, 40], Multi-Scale Dense
SIFT (MSDF) [198] and Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [40]. In [138] a grid is deformed
to match the face geometry, afterwards applying Gabor filters at each vertex. In [80] the
facial region is divided by a grid, applying a bank of Gabor filters at each cell and radially
encoding the mean intensity of each feature map. An approach called Graph-Preserving
Sparse Non-negative Matrix Factorization (GSNMF) [254] finds the closest match to a set
of base images and assigns its associated primary emotion. This approach is improved in
[238], where Projected Gradient Kernel Non-negative Matrix Factorization (PGKNMF) is
proposed.
In the case of thermal images, the dullness of the image makes it difficult to exploit
the facial geometry. This means that, in the global case, the whole facial patch is used.
The descriptors exploit the difference of temperature between regions. One of the first
works [236] generated a series of Binary Differential Images (BDI), extracting the ratio of
positive area divided by the mean ratio over the training samples. 2D Discrete Cosine
Transform (2D-DCT) is used in [106, 237] to decompose the frontalized face into cosine
waves, from which an heuristic approach extracts features.
Dynamic global appearance descriptors are extensions to 3 dimensions of the already
explained static global descriptors. For instance, Local Binary Pattern histograms from
Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) are used for RGB data [248]. LBP-TOP is an
extension of LBP computed over three orthogonal planes at each bin of a 3D volume
formed by stacking the frames. [198] uses a combination of LBP-TOP and Local Phase
Quantization from Three Orthogonal Planes (LPQ-TOP), a descriptor similar to LBPTOP but more robust to blur. LPQ-TOP is also used in [82], along with Local Gabor
Binary Patterns from Three Orthogonal Planes (LGBP-TOP). In [129], a combination of
HOG, SIFT and CNN are extracted at each frame. The first two are extracted from an
overlapping grid, while the CNN extracts features from the whole facial patch. These are
evaluated independently over time and embedded into Riemannian manifolds. For thermal
images, [132] uses a combination of Temperature Difference Histogram Features (TDHFs)
and Thermal Statistic features (StaFs). TDHFs consist of histograms extracted over the
difference of thermal images. StaFs are a series of 5 basic statistical measures extracted
from the same difference images.
Local appearance features are not used as frequently as global ones, since it requires
previous knowledge to determine the regions of interest. In spite of that, some works use
them for both RGB and thermal modalities. In the case of static features, [70] describes
the appearance of grayscale frames by spreading an array of cells across the mouth and
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extracting the mean intensity from each. For thermal images, [207] generates eigenimages
from each region of interest and uses the principal component values as features. In
[84] Gray Level Co-occurrence Maxrices (GLCMs) are extracted from the interest regions
and second-order statistics computed on them. GLCM encode texture information by
representing the occurrence frequencies of pairs of pixel intensities at a given distance. As
such, these are also applicable to the RGB case. In [224] a combination of StaFs, 2D-DCT
and GLCM features is used, extracting both local and global information.
Few works consider dynamic local appearance features. The only one to our knowledge
[130] describes thermal sequences by processing them with SIFT flow and chunking them
into clips. Contiguous clip frames are wrapped and subtracted, spatially dividing the clip
with a grid. The resulting cuboids with higher inter-frame variability for either radiance
or flow are selected, extracting a Bag of Words histogram (BoW Hist.) from each.
Based on the observation that some AU are better detected using geometrical features
and others using appearance ones, it was suggested that a combination of both might
increase recognition performance [206, 158, 107]. Feature extraction methods combining
geometry and appearance are more common for RGB, but it is also possible to combine
RGB and 3D. Because 3D data is highly discriminative and robust to problems such as
shadows and illumination changes, the benefits of combining it with RGB data are small.
Nevertheless, some works have done so [164, 251, 252]. It should also be possible to extract
features combining 3D and thermal information, but to the best of our knowledge it has
not been attempted.
In the static case, [206] uses a combination of Multi-state models and edge detection to
detect 18 different AUs on the upper and lower parts of the face in grayscale images. [35]
uses both global geometry features and local appearance features, combining landmark
distances and angles with HOG histograms centered at the barycenter of triangles specified
by three landmarks. Other approaches use deformable models such as 3DMM [164] to
combine 3D and intensity information. In [251, 252] SFAM describes the deformation of a
set of distance-based, patch-based and grayscale appearance features encoded using LBP.
When analysing dynamic information, [35] uses RGB data to combine the landmark
displacements between two frames with the change in intensity of pixels located at the
barycenter defined by three landmarks.
Learned features are usually trained through a joint feature learning and classification
pipeline. As such, these methods are explained in Section 2.3.2.2 along with learning.
The resulting features usually cannot be classified as local or global. For instance, in the
case of CNNs, multiple convolution and pooling layers may lead to higher-level features
comprising the whole face, or to a pool of local features. This may happen implicitly, due
to the complexity of the problem, or by design, due to the topology of the network. In
other cases, this locality may be hand-crafted by restricting the input data. For instance,
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Figure 2.5: General execution pipeline for the different modality fusion approaches.
The tensor product symbols represent the modality fusion strategy. Approach-specific
components of the pipeline are represented with different line types: dotted corresponds
to early fusion, dashed to late fusion, dashed-dotted to direct data fusion and gray to
sequential fusion.
the method in [131], selects interest regions and describes each one with a Deep Belief
Network (DBN). Each DBN is jointly trained with a weak classifier in a boosted approach.
2.3.2.2

FE classification and regression

FE recognition techniques are grouped into categorical and continuous depending on the
target expressions [142]. In the categorical case there is a predefined set of expressions.
Commonly for each one a classifier is trained, although other ensemble strategies could
be applied. Some works detect the six primary expressions [122, 109, 187], while others
detect expressions of pain, drowsiness and emotional attachment [11, 125, 136], or indices
of psychiatric disorder [33, 108].
In the continuous case, FEs are represented as points in a continuous multidimensional
space [243]. The advantages of this second approach are the ability to represent subtly
different expressions, mixtures of primary expressions, and the ability to unsupervisedly
define the expressions through clustering. Many continuous models are based on the
activation-evaluation space. In [26], a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is trained to
predict the real-valued position of an expression inside that space. In [154] the feature space
is scaled according to the correlation between features and target dimensions, clustering
the data and performing Kernel regression. In other cases like [64], which uses a RNN for
classification, each quadrant is considered as a class, along with a fifth neutral target.
Expression recognition methods can also be grouped into static and dynamic. Static
models evaluate each frame independently, using classification techniques such as Bayesian
Network Classifiers (BNC) [32, 31, 187], Neural Networks (NN) [236, 206], Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [122, 109, 17, 117, 207], SVM committees [84] and Random Forests
(RF) [35]. In [80] k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is used to separately classify local patches,
performing a dimensionality reduction of the outputs through PCA and LDA and classifying
the resulting feature vector.
More recently, deep learning architectures have been used to jointly perform feature
extraction and recognition. These approaches often use pre-training [86], an unsupervised
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layer-wise training step that allows for much larger, unlabeled datasets to be used. CNNs
are used in [165, 167, 128, 100, 195]. [126] proposes AU-aware Deep Networks (AUDN),
where a common convolutional plus pooling step extracts an over-complete representation of
expression features, from which receptive fields map the relevant features for each expression.
Each receptive field is fed to a DBN to obtain a non-linear feature representation, using
an SVM to detect each expression independently. In [131] a two-step iterative process is
used to train Boosted Deep Belief Networks (BDBN) where eacn DBN learns a non-linear
feature from a face patch, jointly performing feature learning, selection and classifier
training. [83] uses a Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) to detect FEs from thermal images.
Regarding 3D data, [87] transforms the facial depth map into a gradient orientation map
and performs classification using a CNN.
Dynamic models take into account features extracted independently from each frame
to model the evolution of the expression over time. Dynamic Bayesian Networks such
as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [32, 10, 107, 114, 179, 230, 161] and Variable-State
Latent Conditional Random Fields (VSL-CRF) [216] are used. Other techniques use RNN
architectures such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [229]. In other cases
[209, 208], hand-crafted rules are used to evaluate the current frame expression against a
reference frame. In [35] the transition probabilities between FEs given two frames are first
evaluated with RF. The average of the transition probabilities from previous frames to the
current one, and the probability for each expression given the individual frame are averaged
to predict the final expression. Other approaches classify each frame independently (eg.
with SVM classifiers [70]), using the prediction averages to determine the final FE.
In [187, 61] an intermediate approach is proposed where motion features between
contiguous frames are extracted from interest regions, afterwards using static classification
techniques. [129] encodes statistical information of frame-level features into Riemannian
manifolds, and evaluates three approaches to classify the FEs: SVM, Logistic regression
(LR) and Partial Least Squares (PLS).
More redently, dynamic, continuous models have also been considered. Deep Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (DBLSTM-RNN) are used in
[82]. While [182] uses static methods to make the initial affect pedictions at each time
step, it uses particle filters to make the final prediction. This both reduces noise and
performs modality fusion.

2.3.3

FE datasets

We group datasets’ properties in three main categories, focusing on content, capture
modality and participants. In the content category we refer to the type of content and
labels the datasets provide. We signal intentionality of the FEs (posed or spontaneous), the
labels (primary expressions, AUs or others where is the case) and if datasets contain still
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Figure 2.6: Historical evolution of AFER.
images or video sequences (static/dynamic). In the capture category we group datasets
by the context in which data was captured (lab or non-lab) and diversity in perspective,
illumination and occlusions. The last section compiles statistical data about participants,
including age, gender and ethnic diversity. In Tables 2.1 and 2.2 the reader can refer to a
complete list of RGB, 3D and Thermal datasets and their characteristics.
RGB. One of the first important datasets made public was the Cohn-Kanade (CK)
[102], later extended into what was called the CK+ [135]. The first version is relatively
small, consisting of posed primary FEs. It has limited gender, age and ethnic diversity
and contains only frontal views with homogeneous illumination. In CK+, the number of
posed samples was increased by 22% and spontaneous expressions were added. The MMI
dataset was a major improvement [160]. It adds profile views of not only the primary
expressions but most of the AU of the FACS system. It also introduced temporal labeling
of onset, apex and offset. Multi-PIE [163] increases the variability by including a very large
number of views at different angles and diverse illumination conditions. GEMEP-FERA
is a subset of the emotion portrayal dataset GEMEP, specially annotated using FACS.
CASME [232] is an example of a dataset containing microexpressions. A limitation of
most RGB datasets is the lack of intensity labels. It is not the case of the DISFA dataset
[145]. Participants were recorded while watching a video specially chosen for inducing
emotional states and 12 AUs were coded for each video frame on a 0 (not present) to 5
(maximum intensity) scale[145].
While previous RGB datasets record FEs in controlled lab environments, Acted Facial
Expressions In The Wild Database (AFEW) [41], Affectiva-MIT Facial Expression Dataset
(AMFED) [146] and SEMAINE [148] contain faces in naturalistic environments. AFEW
has 957 videos extracted from movies, labeled with six primary expressions and additional
information about pose, age, and gender of multiple persons in a frame. AMFED contains
spontaneous FEs recorded in natural settings over the Internet. Metadata consists of
frame by frame AU labelling and self reporting of affective states. SEMAINE contains
primitive FEs, FACS annotations, labels of cognitive states, laughs, nods and shakes
during interactions with artificial agents.
3D. The most well known 3D datasets are BU-3DFE [234], Bosphorus [181] (still
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Subjects

Capture

Content

Table 2.1: A non-comprehensive list of RGB FE datasets.

Intention(Posed/Spontaneous)
Label(Primary/AU/DA)
Temporality(Static/Dynamic)
Environment(Lab/Non-lab)
Multiple Perspective
Multiple Illumination
Occlusions
# of subjects
Ethnic Diverse
Gender(Male/Female(%))
Age

CK+
P
P/AU
D
L
◦
◦
◦
201
•
31/69
18-50

MPIE JAFFE MMI
P
P
P
P
P
AU + T
S
S
D
L
L
L
•
◦
•
•
◦
•
•
◦
◦
337
10
75
•
◦
•
70/30
100/0
50/50
µ = 27.9
19-62

RGB
RU FACS SEMAINE
S
S
P/AU
P/AU/DA1
D
D
L
L
•
◦
◦
◦
•
◦
100
150
◦
◦
62/38
18-30
22-60

CASME
S
P/AU
D
L
◦
◦
◦
35
◦
37/63
µ = 22

DISFA AFEW
S
S
AU + I
P/2
D
D
L
N
◦
•
◦
•
◦
•
27
220
•
•
44/56
18-50
1-70

SFEW
S
P
S
N
•
•
•
68
•
-

AMFED
S
P/AU/Smile
D
N
•
•
◦
5268
•
58/42
-

•= Yes, ◦ = No, - = Not enough information. DA: Dimensional Affect, I = Intensity labelling, T = Temporal segments. 1
Other labels include Laughs, Nods, Epistemic states(e.g. Certain, Agreeing, Interested etc.) etc. Refer to original paper
for details [148]. 2 Pose, Age, Gender. Refer to original paper for details [41].

Subjects

Capture

Content

Table 2.2: A non-comprehensive list of 3D and Thermal FE datasets.
Intention(Posed/Spontaneous)
Label(Primary/AU)
Temporality(Static/Dynamic)
Environment(Lab/Non-lab)
Multiple Perspective
Multiple Illumination
Occlusions
# of subjects
Ethnic Diverse
Gender(Male/Female(%))
Age

3D
RGB+Thermal
BU-3DFE BU-4DFE Bosphorus BP4D IRIS NIST NVIE KTFE
P
P
P
S
P
P
S/P
S/P
P +I
P
P/AU
AU
P
P
P
P
S
D
S
D
S
S
D
D
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
◦
◦
◦
◦
•
•
•
•
•
◦
•
◦
•
•
•
•
100
101
105
41
30
90
215
26
•
•
◦
•
•
◦
◦
56/44
57/43
43/57
56/44
27/73
38/62
18-70
18-45
25-35
18-29
17-31
12-32

•= Yes, ◦ = No, - = Not enough information, I = Intensity labelling.

images), BU-4DFE [235] (video) and BP4D [246] (video). In BU-3DFE, 6 expression from
100 different subjects are captured on four different intensity levels. Bosphorus has low
ethnic diversity but it contains a much larger number of expressions, different head poses
and deliberate occlusions. BU-4DFE is a high-resolution 3D dynamic FE dataset [235].
Video sequences, having 100 frames each, are captured from 101 subjects. It only contains
primary expressions. BU-3DFE, BU-4DFE and Bosphorus all contain posed expressions.
BP4D tries to address this issue with authentic emotion induction tasks [246]. Games,
film clips and a cold pressor test for pain elicitation were used to obtain spontaneous
FEs. Experienced FACS coders annotated the videos, which were double-checked by the
subject’s self-report, FACS analysis and human observer ratings [246].
Thermal. There are few thermal FE datasets, and all of them also include RGB
data. The first ones, IRIS [4] and NIST/Equinox [6], consist of image pairs labeled with
three posed primary emotions under various illuminations and head poses. Recently the
number of labeled FEs has increased, also including image sequences. The Natural Visible
and Infrared facial Expression database (NVIE) contains 215 subjects, each displaying six
expressions, both spontaneous and posed [223]. The spontaneous expressions are triggered
through audiovisual media, but not all of them are present for each subject. In the Kotani
Thermal Facial Emotion (KTFE) dataset subjects display posed and spontaneous motions,
also triggered through audiovisual media [153].
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2.4
2.4.1

Historical evolution and current trends
Historical evolution

The first work on AFER was published in 1978 [199]. It was tracking the motion of
landmarks in an image sequence. Mostly because of poor face detection and face registration algorithms and limited computational power, the subject received little attention
throughout the next decade. The work of Mase and Pentland and Paul Ekman marked
a revival of this research topic at the beginning of the nineties [99, 54]. The interested
reader can refer to some influential surveys of these early works [177, 159, 62].
In 2000, the CK dataset was published marking the beginning of modern AFER [206].
While a large number of approaches aimed at detecting primary FEs or a limited set
of FACS AUs [32, 10, 109, 122], others focused on a larger set of AUs [206, 160, 107].
Most of these early works used geometric representations, like vectors for describing the
motion of the face [32], active contours for describing the shape of the mouth and eyebrows
[10], or deformable 2D mesh models [109]. Others focused on appearance representations
like Gabor filters [122], optical flow and LBPs [190] or combinations between the two
[206]. The publication of the BU-3DFE dataset [234] was a starting point for consistently
extending RGB FE recognition to 3D. While some of the methods require manual labelling
of fiducial vertices during training and testing [222, 196, 204], others are fully automatic
[117, 76, 214, 242]. Most use geometric representations of the 3D faces, like principal
directions of surface curvatures to obtain robustness to head rotations [222], and normalized
Euclidean distances between fiducial points in the 3D space [204]. Some encode global
deformations of facial surface (depth differences between a basic facial shape component
and an expressional shape component) [76] or local shape representations [180]. Most
of them target primary expressions [222] but studies about AUs were published as well
[183, 180].
In the first part of the decade static representations were the primary choice in both
RGB [206, 122], 3D [222, 221, 204, 76, 17, 117] and thermal [84]. In later years various
ways of dynamic representation were also explored like tracking geometrical deformations
across frames in RGB [109, 160] and 3D [28, 114] or directly extracting features from RGB
[107] and thermal frame sequences [153, 223].
Besides extended work on improving recognition of posed FEs and AUs, studies
on expressions in ever more complex contexts were published. Works on spontaneous
facial expression detection [137, 187, 211, 244], analysis of complex mental states [57],
detection of fatigue [96], frustration [103], pain [124, 11, 125], severity of depression [75]
and psychological distress [133] opened new territory in AFER research.
In summary, research in automatic AFER started at the end of the 1970’s, but for
more than a decade progress was slow mainly because of limitations of face detection and
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face registration algorithms and lack of sufficient computational power. From RGB static
representations of posed FEs, approaches advanced towards dynamic representations and
spontaneous expressions. In order to deal with challenges raised by large pose variations,
diversity in illumination conditions and detection of subtle facial behaviour, alternative
modalities like 3D and Thermal have been proposed. While most of the research focused
on primary FEs and AUs, analysis of pain, fatigue, frustration or cognitive states paved
the way to new applications in AFER.
In Figure 2.6 we present a timeline of the historical evolution of AFER. Next we will
focus on two important recent trends.

2.4.2

AFER for detecting non-primary affective states

Most of AFER was used for predicting primary affective states of basic emotions, such as
anger or happiness but FEs were also used for predicting non-primary affective states such
as complex mental states [57], fatigue [96], frustration [103], pain [124, 11, 125], depression
[75, 134], mood and personality traits [19, 178].
Approaches related to mood prediction from facial cues have pursued both descriptive
(e.g., FACS) and judgmental approaches to affect. In a paper from 2009, Cohn et
al. studied the difference between directly predicting depression from video by using
a global geometrical representation (AAM), indirectly predicting depression from video
by analyzing previously detected facial AUs and prediction depression from audio cues
[33]. They concluded that specific AUs have higher predictive power for depression than
others suggesting the advantage of using indirect representations for depression prediction.
The AVEC, a challenge, is dedicated to dimensional prediction of affect (valance, arousal,
dominance) and depression level prediction. The approaches dedicated to depression
prediction are mainly using direct representations from video without detecting primitive
FEs or AUs [228, 192, 189, 94]. They are based on local, dynamic representations of
appearance (LBP-TOP or variants) for modelling continuous classification problems.
Multimodality is central in such approaches either by applying early fusion [189] or late
fusion [94] with audio representations.
As humans rely heavily on facial cues to make judgments about others, it was assumed
that personality could be inferred from FEs as well. Usually studies about personality
are based on the BigFive personality trait model which is organized along five factors:
openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. While there are
works on detecting personality and mood from FEs only [19, 178] the dominant approach is
to use multimodality either by combining acoustic with visual cues [19, 20] or physiological
with visual cues [9]. Visual cues can refer to eye gaze [15, 18], frowning, head orientation,
mouth fidgeting [15], primary FEs [19, 178] or characteristics of primary FEs like presence,
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frequency or duration [19]. In [19], Biel et al. use the detection of 6 primary FEs and of
smile to build various measures of expression duration or frequency. They show that using
FEs is achieving better results than more basic visual activity measures like gaze activity
and overall motion of the head and body; however performance is considerably worse than
when estimating personality from audio and especially from prosodic cues.
In summary, in recent years, the analysis of non-primary affective states mainly focused
on predicting depression. For predicting levels of depression, local, dynamic representations
of appearance were usually combined with acoustic representations [228, 192, 189, 94].
Studies of FEs for predicting personality traits had mixed conclusions until now. First, FEs
were proven to correlate better than visual activity with personality traits [33]. Practically
though, while many studies have showed improvements of prediction when combined
with physiological or acoustic cues, FEs remain marginal in the study of personality trait
prediction [19, 15, 20, 18].

2.4.3

AFER in naturalistic environments

Until recently AFER was mostly performed in controlled environments. The publication
of two important naturalistic datasets, AMFED and AFEW marked an increasing interest
in naturalistic environment analysis. AFEW, Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild dataset
contains a collection of sequences from movies labelled for primitive FEs, pose, age and
gender among others [41]. Additional data about context is extracted from subtitles for
persons with hearing impairment. AMFED on the other hand, contains videos recording
reactions to media content over the Internet. It mostly focuses on boosting research about
how attitude to online media consumption can be predicted from facial reactions. Labels
of AUs, primitive FEs, smiles, head movements and self reports about familiarity, liking
and disposal to rewatch the content are provided.
FEs in naturalistic environments are unposed and typically of low to moderate intensity
and may have multiple apexes (peaks in intensity). Large head pose and illumination
diversity are common. Face detection and alignment is highly challenging in this context,
but vital for eliminating rigid motion and head pose from facial expressions. Not surprisingly, in an analysis of errors in AU detection in three-person social interactions, [74]
found that head yaw greater than 20 degrees was a prime source of error. Pixel intensity
and skin color, by contrast, were relatively benign.
While approaches to FE detection in naturalistic environments using static representations exist [71, 42], dynamic representations are dominant [129, 193, 128, 216, 127, 100].
This follows the tendency in spontaneous FE recognition in controlled environments where
dynamic representations improve the ability to distinguish between subtle expressions. In
[128], spatio-temporal manifolds of low level features are modelled, [193] uses a maximum
of a BoW (Bag of Words) pyramid over the whole sequence, [100] captures spatio-temporal
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information through autoencoders and [216] uses CRFs to model expression dynamics.
Some of the approaches use predesigned representations [71, 193, 42, 127, 43] while
recent successful approaches learn the best representation [131, 100, 128] or combine
predesigned and learned features [129]. Because of the need to detect subtle changes in
the facial configuration, predesigned representations use appearance features extracted
either globally or locally. Gehrig et al. in their analysis of the challenges of naturalistic
environments use DCT, LBP and Gabor Filters [71], Sikka et al. use dense multi-scale
SIFT BoWs, LPQ-TOP, HOG, PHOG and GIST to get additional information about
context [193], Dhall et al. use LBP, HOG and PHOG in their baseline for the SFEW
dataset (static images extracted from AFEW) [42] and LBP-TOP in their baseline for the
EmotiW 2014 challenge [43], and Liu et al. use convolution filters for producing mid-level
features [128].
Some representative approaches using learned representation were recently proposed
[131, 100, 128, 129]. In [131], a BDBN framework for learning and selecting features
is proposed. It is best suited for characterizing expression-related facial changes. [100]
proposes a configuration obtained by late fusing spatio-temporal activity recognition
with audio cues, a dictionary of features extracted from the mouth region and a deep
neural network for FEs recognition. In [129], predesigned (HOG, SIFT) and learned (deep
CNN features) representations are combined and different image set models are used
to represent the video sequences on a Riemannian manifold. In the end, late fusion of
classifiers based on different kernel methods (SVM, Logistic Regression, Partial Least
Squares) and different modalities (audio and video) is conducted for final recognition
results. Finally, [216] encodes dynamics with a Variable-State Latent Conditional Random
Fields (VSL-CRF) model that automatically selects the optimal latent states and their
intensity for each sequence and target class.
Most approaches presented target primitive FEs. Methods for recognizing other affective
states have also been proposed, namely cognitive states like boredom, confusion, delight,
concentration and frustration [22], positive and negative affect from groups of people
[44] or liking/not-linking of online media for predicting buying behaviour for marketing
purposes [147].
In summary, large head pose rotations and illumination changes make FE recognition
in naturalistic environments particularly challenging. FEs are by definition spontaneous,
usually have low intensity, can have multiple apexes and can be difficult to distinguish from
facial displays of speech. Even more, multiple persons can express FEs simultaneously.
Because of the subtleness of facial configurations most predesigned representations are
dynamically extracting the appearance [71, 193, 127, 43]. Recently successful methods
learn representations [131, 100, 128, 129] from sequences of frames. Most approaches target
primitive FEs of affect, but others recognize cognitive states [22], postive and negative
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affect from groups of people [44] and liking/not-linking of online media for predicting
buying behaviour for marketing purposes [147].

2.5

Conclusion

By looking at faces humans extract information about each other, such as age, gender, race,
and how others feel and think. Building automatic AFER systems would have tremendous
benefits. Despite significant advances, automatic AFER still faces many challenges like
large head pose variations, changing illumination contexts and the distinction between
facial display of affect and facial display caused by speech. Finally, even when one manages
to build systems that can robustly recognize FEs in naturalistic environments, it still
remains difficult to interpret their meaning. In this chapter we have focused in providing a
general introduction into the broad field of AFER. We have started by discussing how affect
can be inferred from FEs and its applications. An in-depth discussion about each step in
a AFER pipeline followed, including a comprehensive taxonomy and many examples of
techniques used on data captured with different video sensors (RGB, 3D, Thermal). Then,
we have presented important recent evolutions in recognition of non-primary affective
states and analysis of FEs in naturalistic environments. In the next chapter we will focus
on improving facial action unit recognition by proposing a novel deep neural network
architecture.
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Chapter 3
Learning Facial Action Units with
the Deep Structure Inference
Network
Facial expressions are combinations of basic components called Action Units (AU). Recognizing AUs is key for general facial expression analysis. Recently, efforts in automatic
AU recognition have been dedicated to learning combinations of local features and to
exploiting correlations between AUs. We propose a deep neural architecture that tackles
both problems by combining learned local and global features in its initial stages and
replicating a message passing algorithm between classes similar to a graphical model
inference approach in later stages. We show that by training the model end-to-end with
increased supervision we improve state-of-the-art by 5.3% and 8.2% performance on BP4D
and DISFA datasets, respectively.

3.1

Introduction

Facial expressions (FE) are important cues for recognizing non-verbal behaviour. The
ability to automatically mine human intentions, attitudes or experiences has many applications like building socially aware systems [212, 39], improving e-learning [103], adapting
game status according to player’s emotions [13], and detecting deception during police
interrogations [112].
The Facial Action Unit System (FACS) [55] is a descriptive coding scheme of FEs that
focuses on what the face can do without assuming any cognitive or emotional value. Its
basic components are called Action Units (AU) and they combine to form a complete
representation of FEs. The reader can refer to Sec. 2.3.1 for a detailed introduction to
these concepts.
AUs are patterns of muscular activation and the way they modify facial morphology
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Figure 3.1: Patch and structure learning are key problems in AU recognition. (a) By
masking a region an expressive face becomes indistinguishable from neutral. (b) Multiple,
correlated AUs can be active at the same time.
is localized (Fig. 3.1). While initial AU recognition methods (like JPML [249] and APL
[255]) were using shallow predefined representations, recent methods (like DRML [250],
ROI [119] and GL [60]) applied deep learning to learn richer local features that capture
facial morphology. Therefore one could predict specific AUs from informative face regions
selected depending on the facial geometry. For instance, contrary to non-adaptive methods
like DRML [250] and APL[255], ROI [119] and JPML [249] extract features around facial
landmarks which are more robust with respect to non-rigid shape changes. Patch learning
is challenging as the human face is highly articulated and different patches can contribute
to either specific or groups of AUs. Learning the best patch combination together with
learning specific features from each patch could be beneficial for AU recognition.
AU recognition is also multi-label. Several AUs can be active at the same time
and certain AU combinations are more probable than others (Fig. 3.1). AU prediction
performance could be improved by considering probabilistic dependencies. In deep learning
approaches, correlations can be addressed implicitly in the fully connected layers (e.g.
DRML [250], GL [60] and ROI [119]). However, structure is not learned explicitly and
inference and sparsity are implicit by design. JPML [249] treats the problem by including
pre-learned priors about AU correlations into their learning. Learning structured outputs
has also been studied by using Graphical Models [249, 217, 58]. However, these models
are not end-to-end trainable.
In this chapter, we claim that patch and the structure learning are key problems
in dealing with AU recognition. We propose a deep neural network that tackles those
problems in an integrated way through an incremental and end-to-end trainable approach.
First, the model learns local and holistic representations exhaustively from facial patches.
Then it captures structure between patches by predicting specific AUs. Finally, AU
correlations are captured by a structure inference network that replicates message passing
inference algorithms in a connectionist fashion. Tab. 3.1 compares some of the most
important features of the proposed method to the state-of-the-art (specifically JPML
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method
APL [255]
JPML [249]
DRML [250]

LRL AP
×
×
×
X
X
X

PL
X
X
×

SL EE
× ×
× ×
× X

method
GL [60]
ROI [119]
DSIN (ours)

LRL AP
×
×
X
X
X
X

PL
X
X
X

SL EE
× X
× X
X X

Table 3.1: Features of our model and related work. LRL: local representation learning, AP:
adaptive patch, PL: patch learning, SL: structured learning, EE: end-to-end.

[249], APL [255], DRML[250], GL[60] and ROI[119]). We show that by separately treating
problems in different parts of the network and being able to optimize them jointly, we
improve state-of-the-art by 5.3% and 8.2% performance on BP4D and DISFA datasets,
respectively. Summarizing, our 2 main contributions are: 1) we propose a model that learns
representation, patch and output structure end-to-end, and 2) we introduce a structure
inference topology that replicates inference algorithm in probabilistic graphical models by
using a recurrent neural network.
This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 3.2 presents related work. Sec. 3.3 details
the proposed model and Sec. 3.4 the results. Sec. 3.5 concludes the chapter.

3.2

Related Work

Related work is discussed in relation to patch learning or structure learning.
Patch Learning. Inspired by locally connected convolutional layers [202], Zhao et al.
[250] proposed a regional connected convolutional layer that learns specific convolutional
filters from sub-areas of the input. In [119], different CNNs are trained on different parts of
the face merging features in an early fusion fashion with fully connected layers. Zhao et al.
[249] performed patch selection and structure learning with shallow representations where
patches for each AU were selected by group sparsity learning. Jaiswal et al. [95] used
domain knowledge and facial geometry to pre-select a relevant image region for a particular
AU, passing it to a convolutional and bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
neural network. Zhong et al. [255] proposed a multi-task sparse learning framework
for learning common and specific discriminative patches for different expressions. Patch
location was predefined and did not take into account facial geometry.
Structure Learning. Zhang et al. [245] proposed a multi-task approach to learn
a common kernel representation that describes AU correlations. Elefteriadis et al. [58]
adopted a latent variable Conditional Random Field (CRF) to jointly detect multiple AUs
from predesigned features. While existing methods capture local pairwise AU dependencies,
Wang et al. [226] proposed a restricted Boltzmann machine that captures higher-order AU
interactions. Together with patch-learning, Zhao et al. [249] used positive and negative
competitions among AUs to model a discriminative multi-label classifier. Walecki et al.
[217] placed a CRF on top of deep representations learned by a CNN. Both components are
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trained iteratively to estimate AU intensity. Wu et al. [231] used a Restricted Boltzman
Machine that captures joint probabilities between facial landmark locations and AUs.
More recently, Benitez et al. [60] proposed a loss combining the recognition of isolated
and groups of AUs.

3.3

Method

Let D = {X, Y} be a set of pairs of input images X = {x1 , ..., xM } and output AU labels
Y = {y1 , ..., yM } with M number of instances. Each image xi is composed of P patches
{I1 , ..., IP } and output label yi is a set of N AUs {y1 , ..., yN } taking a binary value {0, 1}.
Several AU classes can be active for an observation as a multi-label problem. Predicting
such output is challenging as a softmax function can not be applied on the set of outputs
contrary to the standard mono-label/multi-class problems. In addition, using independent
AU activation functions in losses like cross-entropy, ignores AU correlations. Including the
ability to learn structure in the model design is thus relevant.
Two main ways of solving multi-label learning in AU recognition are either capturing
correlations through fully-connected layers [250, 60, 119] or inferring structure through
probabilistic graphical models (PGM) [249, 217, 58]. While the former can capture
correlations between classes, this is not done explicitly. On the other hand, PGMs offer an
explicit solution and their optimization is well studied. Unfortunately, placing classical
PGMs on top of neural network predictions considerably lowers the capacity of the model
to learn high order relationships since it is not end-to-end trainable. One solution is to
replicate graphical model inference in a conectionist fashion which would make possible
joint optimization. Jointly training CNNs and CRFs has been previously studied in
different problems [253, 30, 38]. Following this trend, in this work we formulate AU
recognition by a graphical model and implement it by neural networks, more specifically
CNNs and recurrent neural network (RNN). This way, AU predictions from local regions
along AU correlations are learned end-to-end.
Let G = (V, E) denote a graph with vertices V = y specifying AUs and edges E ⊆ V × V
indicating the relationships between AUs. Given the Gibbs distribution we compute
conditional probability P (y|x, Θ) as:
P (y|x, Θ) =

1
e−E(y|x,Θ) ,
Z(y, x, Θ)

(3.1)

where Θ are model parameters, Z is a normalization function and E is an energy function.
The model can be updated by introducing latent variables p as:
P (y|x, Θ) =

X
p
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P (y, p|x, Θ),

(3.2)

where p is given as the output of CNN. The vertices and edges in the graph G can be
updated as V = y ∪ p and E = Ey ∪ Epy ∪ Ep . Although edges Ey can be defined by a prior
knowledge taken from a given dataset, we use a fully connected graph independent to the
dataset and assign a mutual gating strategy to control information passing through edges
(more details in Sec. 3.3.3). We define Epy as edges between p and y, and use a selective
strategy to define edges in this set. Finally, edges Ep is an empty set, since in our model
an independent CNN is trained on each image patch Ij and we do not assign any edge
among p. Given this assumption, probability distribution P (y, p|x, Θ) is given by:
P (y, p|x, Θ) = P (y|p, x, Θ)

Y
k

P (pk |x, Θ).

(3.3)

As in CRF, energy function E(.) is computed by unary and pairwise terms as:
E(y, p, x, Θ) =

X

ϕp (pk , x, π) +

k

X

ψpy (yi , pk , φ) +

(i,k)∈Epy

X

ψy (yi , yj , ω),

(3.4)

(i,j)∈Ey

where ϕ(.) is a unary term, ψ∗ (.) are pairwise terms and Θ = π ∪ φ ∪ ω. Fig. 3.2 presents
our Deep Structure Inference Network (DSIN). It consists of three components each
designed to solve a term in Eq. 3.4. We refer to the initial part as Patch Prediction (PP),
whose purpose is to exhaustively learn deep local representations from facial patches and
produce local predictions. Then, the Fusion (F) module performs patch learning per AU.
The final stage, Structure Inference (SI), refines AU prediction by capturing relationships
between AUs. The DSIN is end-to-end trainable and CNN features can be trained based
on gradients back-propagated from structure inference in a multi-task learning fashion.

3.3.1

Patch Prediction

Given image patches x, unary terms ϕp (p, x, π) provide AUs confidences for each patch
which are defined as the log probability:
ϕp (p, x, π) = log P (p|x, π).

(3.5)

Probability P (p|x, π) is modeled by independent patch prediction functions {Πi (Ii ; πi )}Pi=1 ,
where Ii is input image patch and πi are function parameters. Each Πi is a CNN computing
N AUs probabilities through sigmoid function at last layer. P independent predictions
are provided at this stage, each being a vector of AU predictions. Although image patches
may overlap, we assume independence to let each network be expert at predicting AUs on
local regions. By learning independent global representations and local representations,
we can better capture facial morphology and address AU locality.
In Fig. 3.3(a) we detail the topology of the CNNs used for learning the patch prediction
functions. Many complex topologies have been proposed in recent years and searching for
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Figure 3.2: Deep Structure Inference Network (DSIN) learns independent AU predictions from
global and local learned features. It refines each AU prediction by taking into account correlation
to the other AUs. Each input image is cropped into a set of patches {Ii }Pi=1 which is used for
training an independent CNN for producing a probability vector pi for N AUs (ϕp in Eq. 3.4).
From sj (the patch predictions for a specific AU) we learn a combination for producing a single
AU prediction fj (simplified ψpy in Eq. 3.4). Final predictions yj are computed by inferring
structure among AUs through iterative message passing similar to inference in a probabilistic
graph model (ψy in Eq. 3.4).

the best is out of the scope of this work. The chosen topology, a shallow network, follows
the intuition behind well known models like VGG [194].

3.3.2

Fusion

Computational complexity to marginalize pairwise relationships in Epy is high. In our
formulation, we simplify edges such that Epy becomes directed from nodes in p to nodes
in y. It means we omit mutual relationships among p and y. Therefore, nodes in y are
conditioned on the nodes in p. However, we want each AU node in y to be conditioned on
the same AU nodes in p from different patches. It means different patches can provide
complementary information to predict target AU independent to other AUs. Finally,
ψpy (y, p, φ) is defined as the log probability of P (y|p, φ) which is modeled by a set of
independent functions, so called fusion functions {Φj (sj ; φj )}N
j=1 , where sj ⊂ p corresponds
to the set of j-th AU predictions from all patches and φj is function parameters. We
simply model each function Φj with 2 fully connected layers with 64 hidden units, each
followed by a sigmoid layer, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). We found 64 hidden units works well
in practice while higher dimensionality does not bring any additional performance and
quickly starts over-fitting. The output of each Φj is the predicted probability fj for j-th
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Figure 3.3: (a) Topology of patch prediction CNNs. Each convolutional block has stride 2 and
batch normalization. Number of filters followed by the size of the kernel are marked. The last
layers are fully-connected (FC) layers marked with the number of neurons. All neurons use ReLU
activations. (b) Each fusion unit is a stack of 2 FC layers. (c) A structure inference unit. For
better visualization, we just show the interface of the unit without the inner topology. See details
in Sec. 3.3.3

.
AU.

3.3.3

Structure Inference

Up to now, we computed individual AU probabilities in a feed-forward neural network
without taking AU relationships explicitly into account. The goal is to model pairwise
terms ψy such that the whole process is end-to-end trainable in a compact way. Belief
propagation and message passing between nodes is one of the well known algorithms for
PGM inference. Inspired by [38], which proposes a connectionist implementation for action
recognition, we build a Structure Inference (SI) module in the final part of DSIN.
The SI updates each AU prediction in an iterative manner by taking into account
information from other AUs. The intuition behind this is that by passing information
between predictions in an explicit way, we can capture AU correlations and improve
predictions. The structure inference module is a collection of interconnected recurrent
structure interference units (SIU) (see Fig. 3.3(c)). For each AU there is a dedicated SIU.
We denote the computations done by SIU by a function Ω. Let {Ωj }N
j=1 be the set of SIU
functions Ωj : RN +2 → R2 where:
t−1 t−1
ŷjt , mtj = Ωj (fj , m1t−1 , mt−1
2 , ..., mN , ŷj ; ωj ).

(3.6)

At each iteration t, Ωj takes as input the initial prediction fj for its class, a set of incoming
N
messages {mt−1
j }j=1 from the SIUs corresponding to the other classes and its own previous
prediction ŷjt−1 . Each function Ωj has two inline units: producing j-th AU prediction
ŷjt and message mtj for next time step. In this way, predictions are improved iteratively
by receiving information from other nodes. Computationally, we replicate this iterative
message passing mechanism in the collection of SIUs with a recurrent neural network that
shares function parameters Ωj across all time steps. We show a SIU unit in Fig. 3.3(c).
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A message unit basically corresponds to the distribution of the AU node. A message
unit from a SIU is a parametrized function of the previous messages, the initial fused
prediction and the previous prediction of the same SIU:



t−1
t−1
m
mtj = σ ωjm µ(mt−1
,
...,
m
),
f
,
ŷ
+
β
,
j
1
j
j
N

(3.7)

where σ(.) is the sigmoid function, µ(.) is the mean function, ωjm ∈ R3 and βjm ∈ R are
message function parameters. Messages between two nodes at each time step have a
mutual relationship which can be controlled by a gating strategy. Therefore, a set of
correction factors are computed as:



χtj = σ ωjg µ(mt1 , ..., mtN ), fj , ŷjt−1 + βjg ,

(3.8)

where ωjg ∈ R3 and βjg ∈ R are gating function parameters. Then, a message mti→j that is
passed from AU node i to j will be updated by the mutual factors of the gate between
nodes i and j as:
mtj = µ(χti , χtj )mti→j .
(3.9)
Finally, updated messages coming to the j-th node along with initial estimation fj are
used to produce output prediction ŷjt as:



ŷjt = σ ωjy µ(mt1 , ..., mtN ), fj + βjy ,

(3.10)

where ωjy ∈ R2 and βjy ∈ R are prediction function parameters. By doing this, we are
able to combine representation learning in function Π, patch learning in function Φ and
structure inference in the Ω in a single end-to-end trainable model. We introduce our
training strategy in Sec. 3.4.1.

3.4

Experimental Analysis

In the following, we describe experimental settings and results.

3.4.1

Experimental Setting

Data. We used BP4D [247] and DISFA [144] datasets. BP4D contains 2D and 3D videos
of 41 young adults. It has 328 videos (8 videos for 41 participants) with 12 coded AUs,
resulting in about 140k valid face images [247]. DISFA contains 27 adults (12 women and
15 men) with ages between 18 to 50 years and relative ethnic diversity. The data corpus
consists of approximately 130k frames in total. AU intensity is coded for each video frame
on a 0 (not present) to 5 (maximum intensity) ordinal scale. For our purpose we consider
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Figure 3.4: Each input image is aligned and cropped into 5 patches.
all labels with intensity greater than 3 as active and the rest as non-active. Both datasets
are widely used in most recent AU recognition works.
Preprocessing. For each image, facial geometry is estimated using [104]. From all
neutral faces we compute 3 reference anchors as the mean of the eyes and the mouth
landmarks. Faces are resized to 224 × 224 × 3 and a rigid transformation is applied for
registering to the anchors, reducing variance to scale and rotation. We crop 5 patches
of size 56 × 56 × 3 around points defined by the detected landmarks (see Fig. 3.4). For
reducing redundancy we ignore corresponding, symmetrical patches like the left eye and
cheek.
Training. We incrementally train each part of DSIN before end-to-end model training.
During training we use supervision on the patch prediction p, the fusion f and the structure
inference outputs ŷ. On p we use a weighted L2 loss denoted by LΠ (p, y). The weights
are inversely proportional to the ratio of positives in the total number of observations for
each AU class in training. The weighting gives more importance to the minority classes
in each training batch which ensures a more equal gradient update across classes and
overall better performance. On the fusion and structure inference outputs we apply a
binary cross-entropy loss (denoted by LΦ (f, y) and LΩ (ŷ, y)). For the structure inference
we include a regularization on the correction factors (denoted by χ in Eq. 3.8 and Eq.
3.9) to force sparsity in the message passing. Details of the training procedure are shown
in Alg. 1. We use an Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001 and mini-batch size 64
with early stopping. Experimentally, we found the individual loss contributions w1 = 0.25,
w2 = 0.25 and w3 = 0.5 to work well in training. For both datasets we perform a subject
exclusive 3-fold cross-validation. Similarly to [119], on DISFA we take the best CNNs
trained for patch prediction on the BP4D and retrained fully connected layers for the new
set of outputs. We fix the convolutional filters throughout the rest of the training.
Methods and metrics. We compare against CPM [241], APL [255], JPML [249],
DRML [250], and ROI [119] state-of-the-art alternatives. We evaluate F 1-frame score as
tp
tp
R
F 1 = 2 PP+R
, where P = tp+f
, R = tp+f
, tp being true positives, f n false negatives and
p
n
f p false positives. All metrics are computed per AU and then averaged. Targeted AUs
shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Algorithm 1 Training procedure of DSIN.
Training data: {{I}Pi=1 , y}
N
Model parameters: patch prediction: {πi }Pi=1 , fusion {φi }N
i=1 , structure inference {ωi }i=1
Step 0: random initialization around 0: π, φ, ω ← N (0, σ 2 )
Step 1: train patch prediction: πi ← minπ (LΠ (Πi (Ii ; πi )), y), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., P }
Step 2: freeze patch prediction; train fusion: φ ← minφ LΦ (Φ(Π; φ), y)
Step 3: train patch prediction and fusion jointly:
π, φ ← minπ,φ (LΠ (Π(I; π)), y) + LΦ (Φ(Π; φ), y))
Step 4: freeze patch prediction and fusion; train structure inference:
ω ← minω LΩ (Ω(Φ; ω), y)
Step 5. train all:
π, φ, ω ← minπ,φ,ω (w1 LΠ (Π(I; π)), y) + w2 LΦ (Φ(Π; φ), y) + w3 LΩ (Ω(Φ; ω), y))
Output: optimized parameter: π opt , φopt , ω opt

3.4.2

Results

In the following, we explore the effect design decisions included in the DSIN followed by
comparison against state-of-the-art alternatives in Sec. 3.4.2.2 and qualitative examples in
Sec. 3.4.2.3.
3.4.2.1

Ablation Study.

We analyze DSIN design decisions in the following.
Class balancing. In both datasets, classes are strongly imbalanced. This can be
harmful during training. To alleviate this, we use a weighted loss on patch prediction
CNNs. Tab. 3.2 shows results with and without class balancing. This overall improves
performance, especially on poorly represented classes. On BP4D the classes with ratios of
positives in the total of samples lower than 30% are AU01, AU02, AU04, AU17, AU24.
These are the classes that are improved the most. AUs like AU07 or AU12 have positives
to total rations higher than 50%. Balancing can reduce performance on these classes.
Choice of prediction topology. In Tab. 3.2 we compare the proposed CNN for
patch prediction (PP(face)) against VGG-16. The VGG-16 model used was trained for
face recognition [162] and fine-tuned on our data for AU recognition. Our model shows
superior performance.
Targeting subsets of AUs. We explore the effect of the considered target set on the
overall prediction performance. In Tab. 3.2 we show prediction results from the right eye
and from the mouth patches when training either on the full set of targets ([method]) or
on individual targets ([method]ind ). When training on individual AUs the decision for the
classifier is simpler. On the other hand any correlation information between classes that
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PP
DSIN

method
AU01 AU02 AU04 AU06 AU07 AU10 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AU23 AU24 avg
VGG(face)f t
35.2
31.2
25.4
73.1
72.1
80.1
59.2
35.1
32.1
52.3
26.1
36.2 46.5
PP(face)ncb
35.1
38.1 53.9 77.2
70.7
83.1 86.2 56.1 39.8 54.5 37.2
31.4 55.3
PP(right eye)ind 46.8 40.4
45.3
68.3
69.2
PP(mouth)ind
78.6
82.0
54.2
38.6
54.7 [39.3] 43.3
PP(right eye)
38.0 [37.7] 48.3
69.5
71.0
72.4
77.4
50.7
15.0
38.9
13.8
15.3
45.7
PP(between eye) 41.7
34.8
45.9
64.9
65.5
72.1
73.9
54.9
19.7
33.9
13.9
7.0
44.0
PP(mouth)
12.4
7.3
22.4
75.5
70.5
78.9
81.3
66.2
35.8
59.6
37.6 [42.8] 49.3
PP(right cheek)
30.5
18.4
41.8
75.2
73.2
79.1
81.9 [61.9] 35.7
55.1
35.5
35.7
52.0
PP(nose)
41.6
28.4
46.4
71.1
70.5
78.8
78.0
57.1
21.3
43.7
34.0
20.3
49.3
PP(face)
43.8
37.5 [54.9] 77.4 [71.2] [79.2] 84.0
56.6 [39.7] [59.7] 39.2
39.5 [56.9]
PP+F
[44.8] 35.8
57.1 [76.7] 74.3 79.6 [83.7] 56.6
41.1 61.8 42.2
40.1 57.8
DSINncf
46.7
34.1
62.0
76.5
74.1 [83.1] 84.9
60.9
36.0
57.1
43.3
36.1
57.9
2
DSIN2
47.7
36.5
55.6
76.3 [73.7] 80.1
85.0
64.0 [39.2] 60.6 [43.1] 39.9
58.2
DSIN5
[49.7] 36.3
57.3
76.8
73.4
81.6
84.5 [64.7] 38.5 [63.0] 39.0
37.3
58.5
DSIN10
51.7 [40.4] 56.0
76.1
73.5
79.9 [85.4] 62.7
37.3
62.9
38.6 [41.6] [58.9]
DSINtt
51.7 41.6 [58.1] [76.6] 74.1 85.5 87.4 72.6 40.4 66.5
38.6
46.9 61.7
10

Table 3.2: Recognition results on BP4D. PP([patch]) stands for patch prediction on the indicated
patch. F stands for the fusion and DSIN is the final model. We indicate the results when training
on individual AUs with [method]ind , fine tuning on the validation dataset of the decision
threshold by DSINtt , number of iterations of the structure inference by DSINT and training
without correction factors as DSINncf . VGG(face)f t is a pre-trained VGG-16 [162] fine-tuned on
BP4D. PP(face)ncb is a patch prediction without class balancing. All results are obtained by
3-fold cross-validation on BP4D.

could be captured by the FC layers is ignored. In certain cases the individual prediction is
superior to the exhaustive prediction. In the case of the right eye patch this is particularly
true for AU01. But this is rather the exception. On average and across patches training
on groups of AUs or on all AUs is beneficial as correlation information between classes
is employed by the network in the fully connected layers. Additionally, predicting AU
individually with independent nets would quickly increase the number of parameters with
considerable effects on the training speed and final model performance.
Tab. 3.2 and 3.3 show AU recognition results on both datasets trained on patches.
That proves the locality assumption. When training on the mouth the performance on the
upper face AUs is greatly affected. Similarly, training on the eye affects the performance
on the lower face AUs. This is expected as the patch prediction can only infer the other
AUs from the ones visible in the patch.
Learning Local Representations. On average, face prediction compared to patch
prediction performs better on the entire output set. However, when individual AUs are
considered, this is no longer the case. For BP4D, the performance on AU15 and AU24 are
considerably higher when predicting from the mouth patch than from the face (see Tab.
3.2). On DISFA the prediction from the whole face is the best on just 3 AUs (see Tab.
3.3). The nose patch is better for predicting AU06 and AU09, the mouth patch is better
for AU12, AU25 and AU26, and the between eye patch for AU01.
Patch Learning. Tab. 3.2 and 3.3 show results of AU-wise fusion for BP4D and
DISFA (PP+F). On both, patch learning through fusion is beneficial, but on DISFA
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Figure 3.5: Different levels of regularization on the mean µ(χ) (white line) and standard
deviation σ(χ) (envelope) of the correction factors during training. Small regularization values
force the correction factors to diverge faster. Increasing regularization collapses the correction
factors hurting the message passing.
method
PP(right eye)
PP(between eye)
PP(mouth)
PP(right cheek)
PP(nose)
PP(face)
PP+F
DSIN

AU01
27.2
34.6
7.5
24.6
21.9
29.8
[40.1]
42.4

AU02
15.4
13.2
6.4
12.2
19.1
[31.4]
18.6
39.0

AU04
58.8
59.7
44.6
46.1
52.0
64.6
70.8
[68.4]

AU06
8.0
15.4
28.5
31.2
32.0
26.8
25.4
[28.6]

AU09
18.2
21.1
23.9
45.2
50.9
21.3
42.1
[46.8]

AU12
53.6
50.9
72.1
71.5
66.5
70.1
[71.8]
70.8

AU25
73.3
72.9
87.5
84.5
76.6
87.0
[88.8]
90.4

AU26
9.1
8.5
[27.3]
22.4
8.9
20.3
26.4
42.2

avg
33.0
34.5
37.2
33.8
41.0
43.9
[48.0]
53.6

Table 3.3: Results of DSIN on DISFA. PP([patch]) stands for patch prediction on the indicated
patch. F stands for the fusion. DSIN is the final model. For DISFA we only show the DSIN with
T = 10, the best performing on BP4D.

benefits are higher. This might be due to the fact that prediction results on DISFA are
considerably more balanced across patches. Overall on BP4D the fusion improves results
on almost all AUs compared to face prediction. This shows that even though the other
patches perform worse on certain classes, there is structure to learn from their prediction
that helps to improve performance. However, the fusion is not capable to replicate the
result of the mouth prediction on AU14. On DISFA, in almost every case fusion gets
close or higher to the best patch prediction. In both cases, fusion has greater problems in
improving individual patches in cases where input predictions are already very noisy.
Structure Learning. Tab. 3.2 and 3.3 show results of the final DSIN model. For
BP4D, we also perform a study of the number of iterations T considered for structure
inference. Since parameters ωj are shared across iterations, more iterations are beneficial
to capture AU relationships in a fully connected graph with a large number of nodes (12
in our case). We also trained DSIN without correction factors (Eq. 3.9 is not applied in
this case). Results are inferior compared with the same model with correction factors. In
the case of DISFA, we only applied the structure inference with the best previously found
T = 10 steps. Structure inference is beneficial in both cases. On BP4D, it considerably
improves AU2 and AU14. For DISFA, the results are even more conclusive. Adding the
structure inference brings more than 5% improvement over the fusion.
Correction factor regularization. Fig. 3.5 shows the effect of increasing regularization applied on the correction factors χ. Overall, regularizing χ does not bring significant
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Figure 3.7: τ vs AU performance on BP4D validation
Figure 3.6: Facial Action Units tar-

set. Black circles denote best score.

geted in this work.
method
JPML [249]
DRML [250]
CPM [241]
ROI [119]
DSIN
DSINtt

AU01 AU02 AU04 AU06 AU07 AU10 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AU23 AU24 AVG
32.6
25.6
37.4
42.3
50.5
72.2
74.1 [65.7] 38.1
40.0
30.4 [42.3] 45.9
36.4
41.8
43.0
55.0
67.0
66.3
65.8
54.1
33.2
48.0
31.7
30.0
48.3
[43.4] 40.7
43.3
59.2
61.3
62.1
68.5
52.5
36.7
54.3
39.5
37.8
50.0
36.2
31.6
43.4
77.1 [73.7] [85.0] [87.0] 62.6
45.7
58.0
38.3
37.4
56.4
51.7
40.4 [56.0] 76.1
73.5
79.9
85.4
62.7
37.3 [62.9] [38.8] 41.6 [58.9]
51.7 [41.6] 58.1 [76.6] 74.1 85.5 87.4 72.6 [40.4] 66.5
38.6
46.9 61.7

Table 3.4: AU recognition results on BP4D. Best results are shown in bold. Second best results
are shown in brackets. For the proposed model we show an additional set of results (DSINtt )
obtained when the decision threshold is tuned per AU.

benefits. When comparing r = 10−2 with no regularization the differences are minimal.
The network has the ability to learn sparse message passing by itself without regularization.
Still, small values of r lead to faster divergence of χ and faster convergence of the network.
The difference in performance is not significant. On the other hand values of r > 5 × 10−2
negatively affect performance as most of χ get closer to 0 and no messages are passed
anymore. For these reasons, we keep r = 5 × 10−3 .
Threshold Tuning. Prediction value per AU takes values between 0 and 1. In all
results, we compute the performance by binarizing the output with respect to threshold
τ = 0.5. Although class balancing as a weighted loss is beneficiary, it does not totally
solve data imbalance. Fig. 3.7 shows performance in terms of τ for validation set of BP4D.
As shown, a threshold τ = 0.5 is not an ideal value. For most classes τ ∈ [0.1, 0.3] is
preferable. Exception is AU04. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the performance of the proposed
model after tuning τ per class (DSINtt ). This way 2.8% and 3.1% of performance is gained
on BP4D and DISFA, respectively.
3.4.2.2

Comparison with state-of-the-art.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show how our model compares against the state-of-the-art related
methods on BP4D and DISFA, respectively. DSIN and ROI are the best performing in
both datasets. Both methods learn deep local representations and patch combinations
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method
APL[255]
DRML [250]
ROI [119]
DSIN
DSINtt

AU01
11.4
17.3
41.5
[42.4]
46.9

AU02
12.0
17.7
26.4
[39.0]
42.5

AU04
30.1
37.4
66.4
[68.4]
68.8

AU06
12.4
29.0
50.7
28.6
[32.0]

AU09
10.1
10.7
8.5
[46.8]
51.8

AU12
65.9
37.7
89.3
70.8
[73.1]

AU25
21.4
38.5
88.9
[90.4]
91.9

AU26
26.0
20.1
15.6
[42.2]
46.6

avg
23.8
26.7
48.5
[53.6]
56.7

Table 3.5: AU recognition results on DISFA. Best results are shown in bold. Second best results
are shown in brackets.

end-to-end. The worst performing methods, JPML on BP4D and APL on DISFA, use
predefined features and are not end-to-end trained. Comparing DSIN and ROI with DRML
one can observe the advantage in learning independent local representation. Both ROI
and our model learn independent local representations, while DRML disentangles the
representation learning in just one layer of their network. Interestingly though, there is
also an exception. On BP4D, CPM performs slightly better than DRML even though it is
not a deep learning method. When comparing our proposed model with ROI on BP4D our
CNN trained just on face without class balancing has inferior results. When we include
class balancing and patch learning our topology improves performance, further enhanced
by structure inference and end-to-end final training. In the case of DISFA, single CNN
trained on the whole face with class balancing has a performance of 43.9, being 4.6%
lower than ROI. When we add patch prediction fusion (PP+F) we get just 0.5% lower
than ROI while the addition of the structure inference and threshold tuning improves ROI
performance. Finally, DSIN shows the best results on both datasets. For BP4D, from the
12 AUs target it performs best on 5 and second best on additional 5. In the case of DISFA
the improvement over ROI is greater, DSIN performing best in all but one AU. Overall,
we obtain 5.3% absolute and 9.4% relative performance improvement on BP4D and 8.2%
absolute and 16.9% relative performance improvement on DISFA, respectively.
3.4.2.3

Qualitative results.

Fig. 3.8(a) shows examples of how structure inference tends to correct predictions following
AU correlations. We show the magnitude of AU correlations on BP4D in Fig. 3.8(b). In
the first 3 column examples, AU06 and AU07 are not correctly classified by the fusion
model (middle row). Both these AUs are highly correlated with already detected AUs like
AU10, AU12 and AU14. Such correlation could be captured by SI (bottom row). The
rightmost example shows how AU17, a false positive, is corrected. As shown in Fig. 3.8(b),
AU17 is negatively correlated with AU4, which was already detected. In Fig. 3.8(c) we
show a class activation map [188] for AU24 of the patch prediction (left) vs. the DSIN
(right). Contrary to very localized patch prediction, the attention on right expands to a
larger area of the face where possible correlated AUs might exist.
In Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 we show more examples of predictions produced by DSIN. For
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Figure 3.8: (a) Examples of AU predictions: ground-truth (top), fusion module (middle) and
structure inference (bottom) prediction (•: true positive, •: false positive). (b) AUs correlation
in BP4D (•: positive, •: negative). Line thickness is proportional with correlation magnitude. (c)
Class activation map for AU24 that shows the discriminative regions of simple patch prediction
(left) and DSIN (right). Best seen in color.

each example, we first show the real AU values (GT), the values predicted by each of
the patch prediction CNNs (PP([patch])), the predictions of the fusion (F) and the final
prediction that includes the Structure Inference (DSIN). We discuss each of them in the
following.
Patch Prediction In general the patch predictions have a tendency to be more accurate
for predicting the AUs visible in the patch and less accurate on the other AUs. For example,
in the case of DISFA, the right eye patch prediction usually produces false positives on
the lower face AUs like AU12 (see Fig. 3.9(c,d,h)) and AU25 (see Fig. 3.9(c,g,h)). The
same tendency can be observed on the between eye patch prediction (false positives for
AU25 on Fig. 3.9(b) and AU12 on Fig. 3.9(e,g)) and nose patch prediction (false positives
for AU25 Fig. 3.9(c,g) and AU12 Fig. 3.9(g)).
In the case of BP4D, the right eye patch prediction produces false positives for AU10
(Fig. 3.10(c,e,h)), AU12 (Fig. 3.10(d,f)) and AU17 (Fig. 3.10(e)). Similarly the between
eye patch prediction is falsely predicts lower-face AUs like AU10 (Fig. 3.10(f)), AU12 (Fig.
3.10(f)) and AU17 (Fig. 3.10(h)). In the case of the nose or mouth two clear examples of
false positives are for AU7 in Fig. 3.10(b). It might be interesting to the reader to compare
these mouth and nose patch predictions of AU7 in Fig. 3.10(b) with false positives on the
same AU, this time predicted on the right eye (Fig. 3.10(e)) or the between eye patch
(Fig. 3.10(d)). In the first case the eye is wide opened but not visible to the mouth or
nose patch. In the second case, AU7 is visible to the patch but the eyes are more closed
which might have confused the model.
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Some additional comments can be made about the limitations of patch prediction. In
the case of DISFA, an interesting example can be seen in Fig. 3.9(e) where AU25 (Lips
Apart) is not predicted by any of the patches except the between eye where it is not even
visible (AU25 is highly correlated with AU12). This is a confusing example, because the
subject has his tongue between the lips. In the case of the face prediction, some other
examples of false negatives can be seen in Fig. 3.9(c,g,h,i). A particularly interesting
example is shown in Fig. 3.9(g) where none of the patches is able to predict AU4, despite
being quite visible. Also on DISFA, in Fig. 3.9(j), the mouth prediction is not capable to
detect AU12, the Lip Corner Puller.
On BP4D as well, we can refer to several examples where the patch prediction fails to
detect visible AUs. For example, in Fig. 3.10(b) the face prediction, fails to detect AU2 or
in Fig. 3.10(c), the mouth prediction fails to detect AU12, AU15, AU23 and AU24. There
are also cases like Fig.3.10(e) where even-though marked as active in the ground-truth,
AU1 and AU4 have low intensity and are not really visible. Some of the patches (like the
face) have problems detecting them.
On DISFA, the ground-truth is an intensity label from 0 (neutral) to 5 (most intense).
In order to keep results comparable with the related work, we have considered the low
intensity levels (below 3) as neutral samples and all the other as active. This can be
misleading to the model. Some examples can be found in Fig. 3.9(g,i). In both these cases,
AU12 (Lip Corner Puller) has low intensity and not marked in our binarised ground-truth.
Nevertheless the mouth patch prediction detects it. The same is true for AU25 (Lips Apart)
for Fig. 3.9(i). Another interesting example is Fig. 3.9(h). The AU23 (Lip Tightener) is
not targeted in the case of DISFA but nevertheless it is present in this example.
Fusion In general in the fusion predictions, two general tendencies can be observed.
The fusion gives more weight to AUs that have been independently predicted by most
patches and also to patch predictions that have higher probability of being correct.
In the case of DISFA, the majority vote can be observed on Fig. 3.9(a) for AU12 and
AU25, on Fig. 3.9(b) for AU4, in Fig. 3.9(c) for AU1, AU2, AU12, AU25, just to name
a few. In the case of BP4D, some examples can be found in Fig. 3.10(a) where AU7 is
predicted by the fusion but AU2 not, or in Fig. 3.10(b) where AU10 is predicted but AU12
and AU14 not. Counter-examples can be found as well, for example in Fig. 3.10(e) AU10
is falsely predicted by several patches, some of them expert in this AU (e.g mouth) but
nevertheless the fusion manages to correct it.
The fusion might also take into account if the probability of a patch to produce accurate
predictions for a specific AU is high. For example, in the case of DISFA the between eye
patch prediction of AU4 in in Fig. 3.9(a) is propagated to the fusion but the prediction of
AU25 in Fig. 3.9(b) is not. This might happen because the between eye patch prediction
has more confidence when predicting AU4 than AU25. A similar example can be found in
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Figure 3.9: Examples of predictions of DSIN on DISFA. GT: ground truth (y), PP: patch
prediction ({pi }N
i=1 ), F: fusion (f ), DSIN: final predictions (ŷ), •: true positive, •: false
positive.
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Figure 3.10: Examples of predictions of DSIN on BP4D. GT: ground truth (y), PP: patch
prediction ({pi }N
i=1 ), F: fusion (f ), DSIN: final predictions (ŷ), •: true positive, •: false
positive.
Fig. 3.9(d). There the nose patch prediction falsely detects AU4 and AU9. This patch
usually has high confidence on these AUs and thus the fusion takes it into account. In
the case of BP4D a suggestive example can be seen in Fig.3.10(b) where AU1 and AU2
are predicted by two different highly confident patches (right eye and between eye) and
AU7 by two different low confidence patches (mouth and nose). The AU1 and AU2 get
propagated by the fusion while AU7 not.
Structure Inference Finally, we present DSIN predictions. For helping the reader we
include the AU correlations calculated on the BP4D and DISFA train dataset (Fig.3.11).
Due to the stimulus used to elicit affect during the data collection process, these correlations
might slightly vary between datasets. Nevertheless, on these datasets there is structure
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Figure 3.11: AU correlations on BP4D (a) and DISFA (b). •: positive correlation, •:
negative correlation. Thicker the line, higher the correlation.
consistency on the shared AU subset (AU1, AU2, AU4, AU6 and AU12). AU1 and AU2
or AU6 and AU12 are two examples of AU pairs that strongly correlate on both datasets
and AU4 and AU12 is a good example of negatively correlated AU pair.
In general the structure inference manages to correct some false positives or negatives
following correlations between classes shown in Fig. 3.11. In the case of DISFA some
suggestive examples can be found in Fig. 3.9 (a) and Fig. 3.9(c) where AU4 and AU25
respectively are correctly predicted as non-active. Both these AUs are negatively correlated
to already detected AUs. In the case of BP4D, in Fig. 3.10(a) AU14 is added to the
final prediction, in the case of Fig. 3.10(c) AU7 and AU12. In general, if one looks at
the real predicted confidence number per AU (not displayed here), when the prediction
is ambiguous (around 0.5) the structure inference uses the other classes to take a better
decision. This is less the case for samples were the DSIN has high confidence (close to 0
or 1).

3.5

Conclusion

We proposed the Deep Structured Inference Network, designed to deal with both patch
and structure learning for AU recognition. DSIN first learns independent local and global
representations and corresponding predictions. Then, it learns relationships between
predictions per AU through stacked fully connected layers. Finally, inspired by inference
algorithms in graphical models, DSIN replicates a message passing mechanism in a
connectionist fashion. This adds the ability to capture correlations in the output space.
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The model is end-to-end trainable and improves state-of-the-art results by 5.3% and 8.2%
performance on BP4D and DISFA datasets, respectively.
In the next two chapters (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) we will make a detour from the
problem of facial action unit recognition. We will first define a novel generic theoretical
framework for analysing deep neural network behaviour during optimization. This new
tool opens the “black-box” of neural networks, giving important cues about how they
learn and most importantly when do they start memorizing. We will use this new insights
in Chapter 6 for training DSIN with improved control, performance and without the need
of validation data.
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Chapter 4
A Novel Framework for Analysing
Deep Neural Networks
In this chapter we introduce a novel generic theoretical framework for analysing deep
neural networks. The basic idea is to project a deep network into a topological space and
then use established methods in Algebraic Topology to count non-trivial patterns in this
space. We will show in next chapters that this new perspective sheds light on fundamental
aspects in learning theory, namely the overfitting problem (or learning vs memorization)
and the generalization gap.

4.1

Preliminaries

Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph that consists of a pair of finite sets (V, E), where
the elements vi of V are called the vertices, and the elements eij of E are called the edges.
A n-clique, σ ⊂ G is a subset of n + 1 vertices of G that are connected to each other,
and n is the degree of the clique. Any subgraph φ ⊂ σ of a n-clique is itself a clique of
lower degree and is called a face of that clique. A clique that is not a face of a clique of
larger degree, is called a maximal clique.
The clique complex of a graph G is the collection of all its cliques, S(G) = {S0 (G), S1 (G),
. . . Sn (G)}, where Sk (G) is the set of all (k + 1)-cliques in G [197]. A clique complex
defines a topological space.
The geometric realization of this topological space is an object. A few examples of
such objects are shown in Figure 4.1(a). As seen in this figure, a 0-clique is realized by a
single node, a 1-clique by a line segment (i.e. edge) connecting two nodes, a 2-clique is the
filled triangle that connects three nodes (i.e. the three edges of the three nodes define a
filled triangle, that is, a 2D face), etc.
The geometric realizations of cliques in a clique complex intersect on common faces
forming a well-defined object as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).
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<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

v2

v5

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZibT9u1eZVSpu+cSlrowPG7qzmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kqko6q3oxWMFYwttKJvtpl26uwm7k0IJ/QtePKh49Rd589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6fbJQYxj0Wyci0A2q5FJp7KFDydmw4VYHkrWB0l/utMTdWRPoRJzH3FR1oEQpGMZfGvctyr1J1a+4MZJnUC1KFAs1e5avbj1iiuEYmqbWduhujn1KDgkk+LXcTy2PKRnTAOxnVVHHrp7Nbp+Q0U/okjExWGslM/T2RUmXtRAVZp6I4tIteLv7ndRIMr/1U6DhBrtl8UZhIghHJHyd9YThDOckIZUZktxI2pIYyzOLJQ6gvvrxMvPPaTc19uKg2bos0SnAMJ3AGdbiCBtxDEzxgMIRneIU3RzkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHsTSNiQ==</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v2

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

(a)

v5

v0

v4

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

v4

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

@

<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZibT9u1eZVSpu+cSlrowPG7qzmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kqko6q3oxWMFYwttKJvtpl26uwm7k0IJ/QtePKh49Rd589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6fbJQYxj0Wyci0A2q5FJp7KFDydmw4VYHkrWB0l/utMTdWRPoRJzH3FR1oEQpGMZfGvctyr1J1a+4MZJnUC1KFAs1e5avbj1iiuEYmqbWduhujn1KDgkk+LXcTy2PKRnTAOxnVVHHrp7Nbp+Q0U/okjExWGslM/T2RUmXtRAVZp6I4tIteLv7ndRIMr/1U6DhBrtl8UZhIghHJHyd9YThDOckIZUZktxI2pIYyzOLJQ6gvvrxMvPPaTc19uKg2bos0SnAMJ3AGdbiCBtxDEzxgMIRneIU3RzkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHsTSNiQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/ApTPJnToJADkOtbiY8fEJkkfFw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbuboQS+ie8eFDx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8WHu/NzM68IBFcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gQceposyjsYhVJ0DNBJfMM9wI1kkUwygQrB2Mb3K//cSU5rG8N5OE+REOJQ85RWOlTi9BZTiKfrXm1t0ZyDJpFKQGBVr96ldvENM0YtJQgVp3G25i/CyfRgWbVnqpZgnSMQ5Z11KJEdN+Ntt3Sk6sMiBhrOyThszU3x0ZRlpPosBWRmhGetHLxf+8bmrCSz/jMkkNk3T+UZgKYmKSH08GXDFqxMQSpIrbXQkdoUJqbEQVG0Jj8eRl4p3Vr+ru3XmteV2kUYYjOIZTaMAFNOEWWuABBQHP8ApvzqPz4rw7H/PSklP0HMIfOJ8/pEqP5g==</latexit>
<latexit

v1

v3

v1

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

v0

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v4

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGb

v3

v1

v3

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

@

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

v3

v1

v4
<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

v0

(c)

⇢1
<latexit sha1_base64="ttJPxBviCfrjGfEmUM03ZhbgiJE=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrh6qXtCrVP2aPwNaJkFBqlCg0at8dfuKZIJKSzg2phP4qY1yrC0jnE7K3czQFJMRHtCOoxILaqJ8du0EnTqljxKlXUmLZurviRwLY8Yidp0C26FZ9Kbif14ns8lVlDOZZpZKMl+UZBxZhaavoz7TlFg+dgQTzdytiAyxxsS6gMouhGDx5WUSnteua/79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTMI4BLqcAcNCIHAIzzDK7x5ynvx3r2PeeuKV8wcwR94nz+zvY6+</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6oNfFEdZpiNqyH4QKX2RGbK3qCo=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlm92wuxFK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GTZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG9f9dipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v5B/fDoUctUEeoTyaXqhVhTzgT1DTOc9hJFcRxy2g2nt7nffaJKMykezCyhQYzHgkWMYGOl7kBN5LBVG9YbbtMtgFaJV5IGlOgM61+DkSRpTIUhHGvd99zEBBlWhhFO57VBqmmCyRSPad9SgWOqg6w4d47OrDJCkVS2hEGF+nsiw7HWszi0nTE2E73s5eJ/Xj810VWQMZGkhgqyWBSlHBmJ8t/RiClKDJ9Zgoli9lZEJlhhYmxCeQje8surxG81r5vu/UWjfVOmUYUTOIVz8OAS2nAHHfCBwBSe4RXenMR5cd6dj0VrxSlnjuEPnM8f64GO0w==</latexit>

(d)

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

⇢2

⇢k+1

⇢k
<latexit sha1_base64="eD2lDpu1XWOaRKbJHbkAlSfXnzI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CXjxGcE0kCWF2MpsMmccyMyuEJV/hxYOKV3/Hm3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8ejEo1oSFRXOl2hA3lTNLQMstpO9EUi4jTVjS+yf3WE9WGKXlvJwntCTyULGYEWyc9dvVI9bPxtNKv1vy6PwNaJkFBalCg2a9+dQeKpIJKSzg2phP4ie1lWFtGOJ1WuqmhCSZjPKQdRyUW1PSy2cFTdOKUAYqVdiUtmqm/JzIsjJmIyHUKbEdm0cvF/7xOauPLXsZkkloqyXxRnHJkFcq/RwOmKbF84ggmmrlbERlhjYl1GeUhBIsvL5PwrH5V9+/Oa43rIo0yHMExnEIAF9CAW2hCCAQEPMMrvHnae/HevY95a8krZg7hD7zPHwk7kBg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v4

v3

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="c8CkfJDCnsMoXVD9s41blrtC3HI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoignorevFYwdhCGspmu2mXbnbD7kYooT/DiwcVr/4bb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzopQzbVz326msrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79f2DRy0zRahPJJeqG2FNORPUN8xw2k0VxUnEaSca3xZ+54kqzaR4MJOUhgkeChYzgo2Vgp4ayX4+PvOmtX694TbdGdAy8UrSgBLtfv2rN5AkS6gwhGOtA89NTZhjZRjhdFrrZZqmmIzxkAaWCpxQHeazk6foxCoDFEtlSxg0U39P5DjRepJEtjPBZqQXvUL8zwsyE1+FORNpZqgg80VxxpGRqPgfDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsamVITgLb68TPzz5nXTvb9otG7KNKpwBMdwCh5cQgvuoA0+EJDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PuatFaecOYQ/cD5/AOTukIg=</latexit>

;

⇢k+2
<latexit sha1_base64="OJObpHSUqbPu3JPKGz7v+P/Ld+4=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmKoN6KXjxWMLaQhrLZbtqlm92wOxFK6M/w4kHFq//Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgOt+Oyura+sbm5Wt6vbO7t5+7eDw0ahMU+ZTJZTuRsQwwSXzgYNg3VQzkkSCdaLxbeF3npg2XMkHmKQsTMhQ8phTAlYKenqk+vn4vDmt9mt1t+HOgJeJV5I6KtHu1756A0WzhEmgghgTeG4KYU40cCrYtNrLDEsJHZMhCyyVJGEmzGcnT/GpVQY4VtqWBDxTf0/kJDFmkkS2MyEwMoteIf7nBRnEV2HOZZoBk3S+KM4EBoWL//GAa0ZBTCwhVHN7K6YjogkFm1IRgrf48jLxm43rhnt/UW/dlGlU0DE6QWfIQ5eohe5QG/mIIoWe0St6c8B5cd6dj3nrilPOHKE/cD5/AOZzkIk=</latexit>

(e)

Figure 4.1: (a) Shown here are examples of a 0-clique (a point or node of a graph),
1-clique (two nodes connected by a 1D undirected edge), 2-clique (three nodes connected
by the 1D edges and 2D faces filling in the space between the edges), and 3-clique (four
nodes connected by their 1D edges, 2D faces, and a 3D solid filling in the space between
the faces). These simplicies correspond to topological realization of a 0-clique, 1-clique,
2-clique, and 3-clique, respectively. Note that a n-clique defines a nD space. (b) Examples
of clique complexes: cliques glue on common faces to form topological objects. (c) Example
cavities in the topological space. (d) The boundary operator of a chain surrounding a
clique complex (top) and a cavity (bottom). (e) Persistent homology detects birth and
destruction of a cavity (shown with dashed line) during the mapping of a weighted graph
onto binary graphs (Algorithm 2).
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We define the correlation activation of nodes in a DNN as topological objects, as those
illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a-c).
We study the topological properties of these objects. For this, we turn to several
concepts necessary to compute homology, a method in algebraic topology capable of
counting cavities in topological objects.

4.2

Homology and cavities

We define a chain complex C(S) of a clique complex, to be the sequence {Cn (S, F2 )}n≥0
(abbreviated Cn ), where Cn is the F2 -vector space whose bases are the (n+1)-cliques
σ ∈ Sn , ∀n ≥ 0, and F2 = {0, 1}. In other words the elements of Cn are interconnections of
(n+1)-cliques in S. For example, elements of C1 are linear combinations of edges (2-cliques)
and elements of C2 are linear combinations of filled triangles (3-cliques, i.e. 2D faces).
For each n ≥ 1, there exists a linear transformation called a boundary operator that
maps Cn onto a lower dimensional chain complex:
∂n : Cn →
− Cn−1 ,
with
∂n (σ0,1,...,n ) =

n
X

σ0,1,...,k−1,k+1,...,n .

(4.1)

(4.2)

k=0

Geometrically, the boundary of a n-clique is the set of (n − 1)-cliques bordering it. Fig.
4.1(d) shows an example. Hence, the boundary operator takes a collection of n-cliques
and maps them to their boundary, i.e., a collection of (n − 1)-cliques.
Similarly, a n-cycle is a path in our graph that forms closed structures, , v1 → v2 →
v3 → v1 . Since the boundary of any clique is a cycle, the boundary operator provides a
mechanism to compute cycles. Formally, a n-cycle is given by any element l ∈ Cn that
satisfies ∂n (l) = 0, Fig. 4.1(d).
Let us call the subset of n-cycles, k(∂n ). And, let the n-cycle that defines the boundary
of Cn be b(∂n ).
Note that two n-cycles, l1 , l2 ∈ Cn , are equivalent if their sum in F2 defines the boundary
of a path of n + 1 vertices, i.e., a (n + 1)-chain.
Formally, we define this homology of dimension n as,

for n ≥ 1, and

Hn (S, F2 ) = k(∂n )/b(∂n + 1),

(4.3)

H0 (S) = C0 /b(∂1 ).

(4.4)
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v1

v0

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

v0

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

0 =1
1 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

2 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

v5

0 =2
1 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

2 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

v3
<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

2 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

v8

v2

v2
0 =8
1 =0
2 =0

v4

0 =1
1 =1

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

2 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

v2
0 =1
1 =4

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

2 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

v4

v6

v8

v8
v1

v3
v2

v0

0 =1
1 =6

0 =1
1 =4

2 =0

2 =0

0 =1
1 =3
2 =0

v5

v4

v6

v8
v1

v3
v2

v2

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v5

v4

v3

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

v1
v0

<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v5
v6

v3

v3

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

0 =7
1 =0

v4

v4

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

v1
v0

<latexit sha1_base64="S/qBlW83S1+hnEVNCaZ6pvyoGX0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lVUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTgol9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94MnGqGfdYLGPdCqjhUijuoUDJW4nmNAokbwbD26nfHHFtRKwecZxwP6J9JULBKFrpYdQ975YrbtWdgSyTWk4qkKPRLX91ejFLI66QSWpMu+Ym6GdUo2CST0qd1PCEsiHt87alikbc+Nns1Ak5sUqPhLG2pZDM1N8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDsyiNxX/89ophld+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDaimDG06JRtCbfHlZeKdVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEIziGU6jBJdThDhrgAYM+PMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8HJZw7hD5zPH3kfjXM=</latexit>

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="WlZ3iDFPvOWb/5MLJrfgY7RKPFw=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6U/w4kHFq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0ZJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyHtzO/OeLaiEQ94jjlQUz7SkSCUbTSw6hb65YrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolr86vYRlMVfIJDWm7bkpBhOqUTDJp6VOZnhK2ZD2edtSRWNugsn81Ck5s0qPRIm2pZDM1d8TExobM45D2xlTHJhlbyb+57UzjK6CiVBphlyxxaIokwQTMvub9ITmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqCaMrTplGwI3vLLq8SvVa+r7v1FpX6Tp1GEEziFc/DgEupwBw3wgUEfnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD3ecjXI=</latexit>

v5

<latexit sha1_base64="ZibT9u1eZVSpu+cSlrowPG7qzmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kqko6q3oxWMFYwttKJvtpl26uwm7k0IJ/QtePKh49Rd589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6fbJQYxj0Wyci0A2q5FJp7KFDydmw4VYHkrWB0l/ut

v6

<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

v3

v0

v2

2 =0

v5

<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="66rPlQWixBWcYW9dOUcAfMh0rds=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67XrVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dhmNcQ==</latexit>

v6

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

v6

v4

<latexit sha1_base64="nF0dqkbkdTehsBtLxwgXYQ5JKMQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6SRTDH2WiES1QqpRcIm+4UZgK1VI41BgMxzeTv3mCJXmiXw04xSDmPYljzijxkoPo67brVTdmjsDWSZeQapQoNGtfHV6CctilIYJqnXbc1MT5FQZzgROyp1MY0rZkPaxbamkMeogn506IadW6ZEoUbakITP190ROY63HcWg7Y2oGetGbiv957cxEV0HOZZoZlGy+KMoEMQmZ/k16XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUEWZsemUbQje4svLxD+vXdfc+4tq/aZIowTHcAJn4MEl1OEOGuADgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/dJaNcA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="x+I1x9H8NzHWcESXanU6wIBqJmQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmOfg8kYnuhMyAFAp8FCihk2pgcSihHY5vZ377CbQRiXrASQpBzIZKRIIztFK7FwKyfqNfrbl1dw66SryC1EiBVr/61RskPItBIZfMmK7nphjkTKPgEqaVXmYgZXzMhtC1VLEYTJDPz53SM6sMaJRoWwrpXP09kbPYmEkc2s6Y4cgsezPxP6+bYXQV5EKlGYLii0VRJikmdPY7HQgNHOXEEsa1sLdSPmKacbQJVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r7v1FrXlTpFEmJ+SUnBOPXJImuSMt4hNOxuSZvJI3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/IHzucPWc+PHA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

2 =0

0 =2
1 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="ZibT9u1eZVSpu+cSlrowPG7qzmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kqko6q3oxWMFYwttKJvtpl26uwm7k0IJ/QtePKh49Rd589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6fbJQYxj0Wyci0A2q5FJp7KFDydmw4VYHkrWB0l/utMTdWRPoRJzH3FR1oEQpGMZfGvctyr1J1a+4MZJnUC1KFAs1e5avbj1iiuEYmqbWduhujn1KDgkk+LXcTy2PKRnTAOxnVVHHrp7Nbp+Q0U/okjExWGslM/T2RUmXtRAVZp6I4tIteLv7ndRIMr/1U6DhBrtl8UZhIghHJHyd9YThDOckIZUZktxI2pIYyzOLJQ6gvvrxMvPPaTc19uKg2bos0SnAMJ3AGdbiCBtxDEzxgMIRneIU3RzkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHsTSNiQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cvjSoEORL9q0j2zIUHqu64slG/E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3S3U3YnRRK6V/w4kHFq7/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0XW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6snFqGPdZLGPTDqnlUmjuo0DJ24nhVIWSt8LRXe63xtxYEetHnCQ8UHSgRSQYxVwa9y4rvWrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZq96le3H7NUcY1MUms7nptgMKUGBZN8VummlieUjeiAdzKqqeI2mM5vnZGzTOmTKDZZaSRz9ffElCprJyrMOhXFoV32cvE/r5NidB1MhU5S5JotFkWpJBiT/HHSF4YzlJOMUGZEdithQ2oowyyePARv+eVV4l/Ub+ruw2WtcVukUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAPTfCBwRCe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPr7CNiA==</latexit>

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>

v5

v6

v4

<latexit sha1_base64="/EuK0p//KyGi0d+S/A6Ds+t932A=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/eqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BWEyPGw==</latexit>

0 =1
1 =0

<latexit sha1_base64="ZibT9u1eZVSpu+cSlrowPG7qzmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kqko6q3oxWMFYwttKJvtpl26uwm7k0IJ/QtePKh49Rd589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6fbJQYxj0Wyci0A2q5FJp7KFDydmw4VYHkrWB0l/utMTdWRPoRJzH3FR1oEQpGMZfGvctyr1J1a+4MZJnUC1KFAs1e5avbj1iiuEYmqbWduhujn1KDgkk+LXcTy2PKRnTAOxnVVHHrp7Nbp+Q0U/okjExWGslM/T2RUmXtRAVZp6I4tIteLv7ndRIMr/1U6DhBrtl8UZhIghHJHyd9YThDOckIZUZktxI2pIYyzOLJQ6gvvrxMvPPaTc19uKg2bos0SnAMJ3AGdbiCBtxDEzxgMIRneIU3RzkvzrvzMW9dcYqZI/gD5/MHsTSNiQ==</latexit>

v6

<latexit sha1_base64="8xgg5y7Nq9evBtUKI7Hxfqanguk=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiqLeiF48VjC20oWy203bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePKh49f9489+4bXPQ6oOBx3szzMyLUikMed6XU1pZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveq+wcPJsk0x4AnMtHtiBmUQmFAgiS2U40sjiS2ovHNzG89ojYiUfc0STGM2VCJgeCMrNTqRkis5/WqNa/uzeH+JX5BalCg2at+dvsJz2JUxCUzpuN7KYU50yS4xGmlmxlMGR+zIXYsVSxGE+bzc6fuiVX67iDRthS5c/XnRM5iYyZxZDtjRiOz7M3E/7xORoPLMBcqzQgVXywaZNKlxJ397vaFRk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyCVVsCP7yy39JcFa/qnt357XGdZFGGY7gGE7BhwtowC00IQAOY3iCF3h1UufZeXPeF60lp5g5hF9wPr4BVsmPGg==</latexit>
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Figure 4.2: The Betti numbers are sequences of natural numbers counting the cavities of a
topological object in a corresponding dimension. Low dimensional Betti numbers have
intuitive interpretation: β0 counts connected components, β1 2D cavities, β2 3D cavities.
We show several examples of clique simplices and corresponding Betti numbers. By
adding edges, lower dimensional cavities are destroyed while higher dimensional are formed.
For example, note how a first cavity l0 = (v0 , v1 , ..., v6 ) is formed (middle row, second
column), then by adding two more edges (v2 , v4 ) and (v0 , v4 ) four new cavities appear
l1 = (v0 , v4 , v5 , v6 ), l2 = (v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ), l3 = (v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 ) and l4 = (v0 , v1 , v2 , v5 , v6 )
(middle row, third column). By definition, a geometrical realization of a clique always
includes all the enclosed space between the nodes (simplices). Adding another edge (v0 , v5 )
fills l1 , thus β1 drops to 3. Some edges are dashed for facilitating visualization.
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Therefore, Hn defines the vector space spanned by the class of n-cycles. Its dimensionality is the number of non-trivial n-cycles; i.e., the number of (n + 1)-dimensional cavities
in the objects (graphs) in Fig. 4.1(c). And a cavity is a non-filled face of dimensionality n,
Fig 4.1(d).
Since cycles are chain complexes that map to ∅ by the boundary operator, cavities are
the nullspace of this boundary operator, null(∂n ) = k(∂n ) ⊂ Cn .

4.3

Projecting a DNN into the Topological Space

The above is defined in binary graphs, i.e., in F2 . For weighted graphs we will compute all
the possible binary graphs. Let us define an approach to achieve this.
Let G = (V, E) be the graph defining the DNN we wish to study, and X = {xi , yi }m
i=1
the labeled training samples, with m the number of samples, xi ∈ Rp , and yi ∈ Z in
classification and yi ∈ Rq in regression (q ≥ 1).
Passing the sample vectors xi through the network (i = 1, . . . , m), allows us to compute
the correlation cij between the activation (ai , aj ) of each pair of nodes (vi , vj ) of G. That
is given by,
m−1 m
m(m − 1) X X (ai − µai )(aj − µaj )
,
(4.5)
cij =
ς
2
ς
a
a
j
i
i=1 j=i+1
where µ and ς indicate the mean and standard deviation over X on the given node.
Let us now order the absolute values of these correlations from largest to smallest:
|ci1 j1 | ≥ |ci2 j2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |cir jr | > T , where r the number of correlations larger than T in G
given X. In this notation, the subscripts of each correlation indicate the node pairs in
that correlation: (vi1 , vj1 ), . . . , (vir , vjr ).
Binary graphs are obtained by iteratively adding a node pair at a time. We start by
adding the nodes with largest correlation, (vi1 , vj1 ), and continue adding node pairs up to
the last one, (vir , vjr ).
We will refer to the number of edges included in a binary graph as its density, ρk = k/r
where k is the number of non-zero correlations (|cij | > 0, ∀i and j > i) and r is the total
possible number of correlations. Thus, the density of our binary graph will increase at
each iteration (as we add more and more nodes).
This process allows us to investigate how the homology of the graph defining the DNN
of interest evolves as a function of the density, Fig. 4.1(e).
This approach is summarized in Algorithm 2. This algorithm maps a DNN defined by
a weighted graph onto the set of binary graphs {G1 , . . . , Gr }. And, these binary graphs
are topological objects as shown in Fig. 4.1.
Algorithm 1 allows us to compute any topological property of a DNN given X as a
function of learning.
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Algorithm 2 Weighted to binary graph mapping.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Let G = (V, E), X = {xi , yi }m
i=1 , and define T > 0.
Let r = {|ci1 j1 |, |ci2 j2 |, . . . , |cir jr |}, s.t. |ci1 j1 | ≥ |ci2 j2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |cir jr | > T .
Let G0 = ∅ and k=0.
repeat
k = k + 1. S
Gk = Gk−1 {vik , êij vjk }, with êij the undirected edge defining vik — vjk .
ρk = k/r.
until k = r.
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Chapter 5
What Does It Mean to Learn in
Deep Neural Networks?
The flexibility and high-accuracy of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) has transformed
computer vision. But, the fact that we do not know when a specific DNN will work
and when it will fail has resulted in a lack of trust. A clear example is self-driving cars;
people are uncomfortable sitting in a car driven by algorithms that may fail under some
unknown, unpredictable conditions. Interpretable and explainable approaches attempt to
address this by uncovering what a DNN models, i.e, what each node (cell) in the network
represents and what images are most likely to activate it. This can be used to generate, for
example, adversarial attacks. But these approaches do not generally allow us to determine
where a DNN will succeed or fail and why does this learned representation generalize to
unseen samples. In this chapter, we use the theoretical framework proposed in Chapter
4 to define what it means to learn in deep networks, and how to use this knowledge to
detect adversarial attacks. We show how this defines the ability of a network to generalize
to unseen testing samples and, most importantly, why this is the case.

5.1

Introduction

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have enough capacity to learn from very large datasets,
without the need to define hand-crafted features, models or hypotheses for every problem.
This has revolutionized computer vision and other areas of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [116].
Using high-capacity DNNs to learn from huge datasets, however, does not tell us how
the network learns what, it does and why. This so called “black-box” problem has resulted
in a lack of trust [27, 213]. For example, why did a given DNN identified a specific deep
representation as more appropriate than other possible representations?
Interpretability and explainability methods [210] allow us to see what a DNN has
learned, but not how and why it learned it. For example, if the goal is to know what type
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Figure 5.1: Given a DNN its functional graph is defined by the correlation of activation of
distant nodes. This allows us to compute binary graphs defining local and global topological
properties of the network (Algorithm 2). Global topological properties define generalization,
while local properties identify overfitting (Algorithm 3). The same topological properties
are used to detect adversarial attacks.
of image activates a specific node (cell) of the network, one can optimize the DeepDream
or other related criteria [2]. When our goal is to generate plausible class output images,
optimizing softmax and related objectives may be performed [170]. But neither method
tells us how and why these deep features (representations) were chosen by the network
and where they may fail.
The main problems of lack of interpretability and explainability are: 1. If we do not
know how DNNs learn, we can only improve them by trail-and-error. This is slow and
does not solve the trustability problem. And, 2. If we do not know why DNNs learn a
specific deep representation or model, we will not know where and why the network fails,
e.g., detect an adversarial attack.
With the help of theoretical framework presented in Chapter 4, we derive a set of
algorithms that help us address the problems stated above. Simple local properties of
the network (e.g., the degree of a node) as well as global properties (e.g., the path length
between nodes) have been found to be insufficient to explain how and why DNNs learn
[23].
This chapter shows how topological properties (e.g., n-cliques and nD holes) of the
functionality of the network describe how a DNN learns, Figure 6.2. We use these properties
to demonstrate we can predict when a DNN successfully learns, and when and why it is
likely to misclassify an unseen test sample (Algorithms 2 and 3). We also show how to use
the derived approach to successfully detect adversarial attacks.
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5.2

Related Work

In recent years, high capacity Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have outperformed many
other machine learning algorithms in a number of applications like object recognition
[111, 201] and speech recognition [85, 152], especially when large labeled datasets [171, 120]
and/or means of obtaining information from large datasets were available [68].
Why or how DNNs achieve this feat and where and why DNNs fail remains a mystery.
This makes DNNs untrustworthy “black-box” models to many [213], with some researchers
claiming DNNs are too unpredictable to make them a general solution to most AI problems
[169, 59, 149].
To solve this problem, researchers are trying to understand what DNNs do. Two
approaches are interpretability and explainability, with an emphasis on defining what
the nodes (cells) of the network represent and how they respond to different inputs
[97, 113, 210, 166, 240, 141, 156].
For example, DNNs used in object recognition generally learn to extract low-level,
Gabor-like features in the first layers, combine these low-level features to represent parts
of an object in mid-level layers, and finally combine those to generate highly complex
representation of objects that are invariant to image changes, e.g., pose, illumination and
affine transformations [176, 157, 256].
Another group of methods focuses on the analysis of these features. One way is
by exploring the semantic meaning of filters [200] or computing feature distributions
of different attributes [12]. Saliency maps, heatmaps, sensitivity maps, and attention
maps display class relevant information that is used by the model to make its predictions
[63, 121, 63, 257].
The goal of this chapter is to go beyond these approaches of interpretability and
explainability and ask, instead, what does it mean to learn in DNNs? Specifically, how does
the graph defining the network evolve during the learning process? And, how can we use
this knowledge to know where the network has successfully learned and where it will fail?
Making “black-box” models like DNNs interpretable is of great importance for several
reasons, as for example to: i) increase trust; ii) facilitate transferability to other problems,
e.g., use a network pre-trained on a specific problem in a different problem [239]; iii)
predict where a network is likely to work and where it will most probably fail; iv) help
researchers and practitioners design better networks, because we now know what works
and what does not; v) derive unsupervised learning algorithms [225, 256], because we will
know what the network needs to do to generalize to unseen samples; and vi) better prepare
our algorithms for fair and ethical decision makings (i.e., unbiased performance) [24, 69].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: Testing accuracy for LeNet training on MNIST (a) vs the number of cliques
(b). Mean and standard deviation given by 5-fold cross-validation.

5.3

Experimental Analysis

The structure of a DNN is generally defined by a weighted graph. Similarly, the “behavior”
of a DNN (the activation of its nodes) are given by a functional graph, the correlations
between the activation of each pair of nodes.
We study the topological changes of this functional graphs during training and testing.
The reader is referred to Chapter 4 for the detailed methodology. We show that networks
that generalize to unseen testing samples converge to a common topology, and that this
topology is differential from that of networks that fail to generalize. We then demonstrate
how we can exploit this new knowledge to determine whether an unseen testing sample
will be correctly analyzed by the network and when it will not. Specifically, we focus on
adversarial attacks.
We start with the analysis of the number of n-cliques. To illustrate this, we will use
the LeNet derived in [115]. LeNet is a historical network and will be used here as a
proof-of-concept. This network was originally derived to recognize written digits, i.e, 0-10.
We use the MNIST dataset, consisting of 60, 000 training images and 10, 000 test images,
as X [115].
The cross-validation (CV) classification accuracy of this network is shown in Fig. 5.2(a),
where the x-axis defines the epoch and the y-axis the 5-fold CV accuracy, and the thickens
of the blue curve defines the variance over this CV procedure.
Given the graph of LeNet GLeN et and the training set X, we use Algorithm 2 to get Gk
s.t. ρk = .25. The number of n-cliques (n ∈ [0, 20]) in Gk is shown in Fig. 5.2(b), where
each plot represents the results at the indicated epoch, the x-axis specifies the value of n,
and the y-axis the number of n-cliques.
Note that the number of n-cliques in an untrained DNN must be zero or very close to
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zero. That is because the number of nodes working together (correlated, as given by cij )
before any training is performed must be zero or tiny. This is shown in the first plot of
Fig. 5.2(b). But as the network learns, the nodes in the graph start to work together to
solve the problem of mapping xi onto y.
Note that by the time the learning process has made its major gains (by about epoch
10), the number of n-cliques is maximum. As the learning process continuous tightening
the knobs of the network (adjusting its parameters), the number of cliques starts to
decrease. This is the result of overfitting to X.
Are cavities an even better indicator of how well the network learns a dataset X? We
explore this next.

5.3.1

Cavities in DNNs

The rank of the n-homology group Hn in a topological space is called the nth Betti number.
In other words, Betti numbers compute the maximum amount of cuts that must be made
to separate a surface into two k-cycles, k = 1, 2, . . . .
Hence, the first Betti number, β0 , computes the number of connected elements in S(G);
the second Betti number, β1 , calculates 1D cavities (or holes); β2 gives the number of 2D
cavities; and, more generally, βn computes the number of nD cavities, Figure 4.2.
Key to understanding Figure 4.2 is to note that all kD faces of the simplicies of a
n-clique are filled, e.g., see the last object in the second row and the last two in the last
row in Figure 4.2; note how these kD faces eliminate cavities of lower dimensionality and
add cavities of higher dimensionality.
To further clarify this important point, consider the second example in the second row
in Figure 4.2. The functional representation of this DNN indicates that node v0 and v1
work together to solve the classification or regression problem the network is tasked to
address (their activation patterns) are highly correlated (Algorithm 2). Similarly, vi and
vi+1 (i = 1, . . . , 6) and v6 and v0 also work together to solve the problem the network is
faced with. This creates a 1D cavity, β1 = 1, because ∂ maps this chain to ∅. But if v0
and v4 and v0 and v5 are also highly correlated, this forms cliques with filled simplicies,
yielding two additional 1D cavities, β1 = 3; as shown in the last objects in the second row
in Fig. 4.2.
The Betti numbers of a clique complex S of a graph G are formally given by,
βn (S) = null(∂n ) − rank(∂n+1 ).

(5.1)

Note that in order to compute βn , we need the null space and the rank of the matrix
formed by cliques of dimension n and dimension n − 1. This means that we only need
to compute the cliques in the first n dimensions to calculate β1 , . . . , βn . Since, in most
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Figure 5.3: Betti number dynamics during LeNet [115] training on MNIST. Mean and
standard deviation given by 5-fold cross-validation. Refer to Fig. 5.2(a) for testing
accuracy.
DNNs, βn = 0 for n larger than 4 or 5, this means that the computations can be performed
efficiently.

5.3.2

Learning and generalization

The evolution of the Betti numbers of the LeNet network as a function of T and epochs is
shown in Fig. 5.3. Recall, T defines the density our approach explores, i.e., T is inversely
proportional to ρ (see Algorithm 2). The y-axis in the plots indicates the number of
cavities properly normalized by the number of nodes (i.e., number of cavities/node).
As we can see in this key figure, the number of 1D cavities moves from higher to
lower densities as the DNN learns. That is, as the DNN learns, the correlation pattern
of activation of the nodes in the network that are further apart as well as those that
generate larger simplicial complexes start to appear.1 This demonstrates that the network
is constructing global structures to learn the function that maps the input samples to their
corresponding outputs, yi = g(xi ), i.e., the network is learning to generalize by using large
portions of the graph.
But when the network can no longer generalize, it starts to memorize the samples that
do not abide by the learned functional mapping g(·). This results in a decrease of global
structure and an increase in local chain complexes. This is clearly visible in Figure 5.3:
1

This effect is due to the fact that nodes that work together start to form cliques whose simplices fill
in the holes of the functional graph. That is, rather than adding additional nodes when increasing the
density from ρk to ρk+1 , we add edges between the nodes already available at density ρk . We refer to this
as a global property, because rather than having a chain of semi-related nodes (e.g., v1 → v2 → · · · → vr ),
we have n-cliques (i.e., all nodes connected to all other nodes). Note that the cliques appearing at higher
densities delete the cavities we observe at lower densities, Figure 4.2.
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Algorithm 3 Generalization.
Let G = (V, E) define a DNN with θ its parameters.
Let X be the training set, and set T > 0.
Set t=0, and n to either 1, 2, or 3.
repeat
Use X and the selected loss to optimize θ.
t=t+1.
Use Algorithm 2 to obtain Gk , k = 1, . . . , r.
Compute the clique complexes Sk of Gk .
b
kt = arg maxk βn (Sk ).
10: until b
kt > b
kt−1 .
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

note the maximum number of cavities starts to move toward higher densities. As seen in
Figure 5.3, this happens after about epoch = 40, when the network has done all it can
learn to generalize, Figure 5.2(a). An example of this topological effect was illustrated in
the second and third rows of Fig. 4.2.
This means learning in DNNs is equivalent to finding the smallest density ρbk of nD
cavities in the functional binary graphs that define the network. This peak density allows
us to identify when a network has reach its limits of global learnability and generalization
to unseen samples.
This approach is summarized in Algorithm 3.
If we wish to find global properties with Algorithm 3, we set n = 1 to detect 1D cavities.
But if we wish to identify even larger topological connections, we set n = 2 or 3. Hence,
larger n values mean we are interested in increasingly general properties of the underlying
unknown function g(·) our DNN needs to learn.
The smaller n is, the more we allow the DNN to adapt to our specific dataset. Thus,
a smaller n will yield more accurate results on a testing set that is representative of the
training, but less accurate results on test sets that diverge from the training set.

5.3.3

Learning vs. failing to learn

We can also use the above defined topological properties of our DNN to determine where
the network fails to learn to generalize to unseen samples.
Let us illustrate this in an example using LeNet. In this example, we trained the
network with either 50%, 25%, 10% or 1% random selection of the training samples (plus
the data augmentation typically used in LeNet). The training and testing accuracies
are shown in Figure 5.4(a). Solid lines indicate training accuracy; dashed lines testing
accuracy. As it can be appreciated in the figure, for LeNet the testing accuracy follows
the same pattern as the training, regardless of the percentage of training data used.
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Figure 5.4: Training/testing accuracy with decreasing proportion of training data and
permuted/non-permuted labels.
But, when we redo the above experiment with permuted labels,2 the results are very
different, Figure 5.4(b).
Note how the network is able to learn from small nonsensical (permuted) datasets
during training. But the testing accuracy curves show this is just an illusion, i.e., the
network is able to memorize these nonsensical sample pairs {xi , ỹi }, where ỹi are the
permuted labels, but this serves no purpose when it comes to testing the performance of
the system on independent samples. This means we cannot relay on the training accuracy
as a measure of generalization; a well-known fact.
Fortunately, from our previous section, we know that nD cavities move toward lower
densities of our functional binary graphs when the network learns to generalize. We will
now use this insight to derive a simple algorithm that knows whether the network is
learning or not.
Figure 5.5 shows the Bettis at different densities, percentages of training data (50
to 1%), and epochs (epoch = 2, 10 and 50). The blue curves correspond to the Bettis
computed with Algorithm 3 and non-permuted data. Orange curves show the Bettis
obtained when using the permuted labels ỹi . Figure 5.5(a) are the results at epoch = 2,
Figure 5.5(b) at epoch = 4, Figure 5.5(c) at epoch = 10 and Figure 5.5(d) at epoch = 50.
As expected, the maximum number in β1 moves to lower densities when the labels are
non-permuted, but does not when the labels are permuted. Even more telling is the lack of
2D and 3D cavities when using permuted labels.
Our algorithm to detect lack of training is thus simple: a. Lack of 2D and 3D cavities,
and b. 1D cavities move toward lower densities.
T

2

This means that the labels yi have been permuted by multiplying the vector (y1 , . . . , ym ) with a
randomly generated m × m permutation matrix P. A permutation matrix is obtained by permuting the
rows of an identity matrix.
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Figure 5.5: Betti numbers obtained when using 50%, 25%, 10% or 1% of the training data
(top to bottom row, respectively). Blue curves indicate non-permuted labels; orange curves
indicate permuted labels. 1D cavities (β1 ) are shown in the first column; 2D cavities (β2 )
in the second column; and 3D cavities (β3 ) in the third column. Results plotted at the
following epochs (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) 10 and (d) 50.
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Figure 5.6: Betti numbers obtained when using unaltered and adversarial testing samples.
LeNet trained on MNIST.
What does it mean to learn in DNN? Learning to generalize in DNN is defined
by the creation of 2 and 3D cavities in the functional binary graphs representing the
correlations of activation of distant nodes of the DNN, and the movement of 1D cavities
from higher to lower graph density ρ. Overfitting is indicated by a regression of these
cavities toward higher densities in these functional binary graphs.

5.3.4

Detecting adversarial attacks

We can also use the approach derived in the previous sections to know where our network
is likely to fail during testing. We illustrate this by demonstrating how to detect an
adversarial attack, which is a guaranteed, easy way to make a DNN fail [200].
To do this, we use the algorithm of [150] to generate images for an adversarial attack
on a trained LeNet. As above, LeNet was trained on MNIST.
For testing, we used the independent MNIST testing set and the set of images prepared
for the adversarial attack.
As above, we expect 1D cavities to increase and move to lower densities as well as an
increase in the number of 2 and 3D cavities at lower densities on unaltered testing data.
But for the data in the adversarial set, we expect only 1, 2 and 3D cavities at the highest
densities, indicating local processing but a lack of global engagement of the network.
The results are in Fig. 5.6, with the blue curves indicating the cavities on the functional
binary graphs Gk when using the unaltered testing sample, and the orange curve those
observed when processing the samples in the adversarial attack set. Thus, our predictions
are confirmed, and we know that the images in the adversarial attack set cannot be
correctly classified by LeNet.
This approach, for the first time allows us to identify test images that the network is
bound to misclassify.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.7: Results of the VGG16 on CIFAR. (a) Number of normalized 1D cavities
(y-axis) as a function of graph density (x-axis) and number of epochs (given at the top of
each plot). (b) Same as (a) but for 2D cavities.

5.3.5

Additional results

In the previous sections we illustrated the use of our approach on the LeNet, a historical
DNN. In this section, we replicate results on a recent DNN: VGG16 [194].
In this case, we used the CIFAR10 [110] dataset instead. CIFAR10 consists of 60,000
training images and 10,000 separate test images labelled with 10 different classes. These
are natural images representing common objects (, dog, cat, airplane). For training, data
was augmented using random horizontal flips and random crops of equal image size with
padding = 4. All data was resized to 32 × 32 pixels and mean and variance were normalized.
Fig. 5.7 shows the results of our approach. The first row in this figure shows the number
of 1D cavities as a function of the density of the functional binary graph representing
VGG16. Different plots specify these number at distinct epochs. The second row does the
same but for 2D cavities.
Note how the maximum number of 1D and 2D cavities (indicated by a dashed red
vertical line) moves toward less dense functional representations of the VGG16, as described
the previous sections and Algorithm 2. The lowest density is achieved at epoch 80. After
that, there is a small regression toward higher densities, suggestive of overfitting. These
results are confirmed by the plot of the testing accuracy shown in Fig. 5.8. In this figure
we see that while the training accuracy keeps growing after epoch 80, the testing accuracy
does not. Instead, the testing accuracy slightly decreases after epoch 80, as suggested by
our approach.
In Fig. 5.9, we show the plots of 1D and 2D cavities for the original (unaltered) training
samples (blue curve) and for the adversarial samples (red curve). The plots are given as a
function of the density. As we can see in the figure, the results mimic those reported in
the previous sections, allowing us to detect the adversarial attack.
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Figure 5.8: VGG16 training and testing accuracy on CIFAR10 as a function of training
epochs.
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Figure 5.9: Betti numbers obtained when using unaltered and adversarial testing samples.
VGG16 trained on CIFAR10.
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Figure 5.10: Example of 1D, 2D and 3D cavity formation in LeNet trained on MINST.
5.3.5.1

Cavity formation: an example

In this chapter, we derived a theory that relates cavity formation with generalization.
These cavities are given by the binary graphs defining the correlation of activation of the
nodes of the DNN.
To clarify the formation of these cavities, let us illustrate this on a selected set of nodes
of the LeNet DNN, Fig. 5.10.
In this figure, we can see the formation of 1D cavities first, then the formation of 2D
cavities, and, finally, the formation of a 3D cavity (second to last binary graph). Note
how these cavities are formed as the density of the binary graph is increased. Then, in the
right-most graph, we see how further increasing the density eliminates all the cavities.
This particular example is for the activation graph formed at epoch 20. Layers are
over-imposed to show location in the network. The location within the layer is chosen for
the best visual effect. By increasing density (i.e, decreasing T ), more and more edges are
added to the graph. Specifically, at T = .8, a couple of 2D cavities form. These contribute
to an increase in β1 . At exactly T = .63 a 3D cavity is realized between these, resulting in
an increase to β2 . This cavity is filled at higher densities (T = .5).
5.3.5.2

Training with Bettis

As this chapter details, we can use our approach as a measure of generalization. Hence,
Algorithm 2 can be used in lieu of the training or verification error to determine when the
network has learned to generalize and before the network overfits to the training data.
This result is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. This figure shows the testing classification
accuracy (in blue) and the difference of the peak densities at epoch t and t − 1 (in
black). Also note that classification accuracies are given on the left y-axis and values of
∆k = k̂t − k̂t−1 are on the right y-axis.
When ∆k is beyond a small threshold −, Algorithm 2 decides to stop training. As
shown in the figure that coincides with the point where generalization is achieved (thick
red line in the figure). After that, the network starts to memorize the samples that do not
generalize.
Specifically, given ∆k, we can clearly observe three dynamic regimes for k̂. Initially, in
the first epochs k̂ increases rapidly, it then reaches a maximum value between epochs 8 and
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k̂0 < 0.5
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Figure 5.11: An illustration of Algorithm 2 for n = 1.
32 and then it starts decreasing in the later stage of training. Even where no verification
set is available, one can use this knowledge to deduce when the training should stop. One
can also imagine how this approach may one day be applied to unsupervised learning, but
additional research will be necessary to make this a reality.

5.3.6

Algorithmic complexity

Finally, we give a formal analysis of the computational complexity of the derived algorithm.

+1
Let the binomial coefficient p = Nn+1
be the number of n-simplices of a simplicial
complex S. In order to compute βn (S), one has to compute rank(∂n+1 ) where ∂n+1 ∈ Rp×q ,
p is the number of n-simplices, and q the number of (n + 1)-simplices. This has polynomial
complexity O(q a ), a > 1.
Fortunately, the graphs of a network with N nodes are far from complete (i.e, N simplices). We take advantage of the graph sparsity to reduce computational complexity.
This means that for typical DNNs, the number of n-simplices is way lower than the
binomial coefficient defined above, unless one is interested in βn (S) for n > 3, or ρ = 1
(i.e, T = 0).
In Table 5.1, we show the actual time (in minutes) it takes to compute cavities for a
network with 1,820 nodes for T > .5. This corresponds to a single step of Algorithm 2,
excluding training, on a single Intel Xeon, 2.2 GHz CPU.
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dimension n = 1 n ≤ 3
LeNet
.66
2.71
VGG16
5.15 20.24
Table 5.1: Time (in minutes) it takes to compute Betti numbers for LeNet and VGG16.

5.3.7

Experimental details

The networks used in the experiments reported above were trained using stochastic gradient
descent with momentum of .9 and weight decay 5 × 10−4 . Learning rate was initialized at
10−4 and reduced by half when accuracy stagnated. For training, data was augmented
using random horizontal flips, random rotations of ±5 and random crops of equal image size
with padding = 4. The images of the adversarial attack were generated using the approach
of [150]. This approach computes minimal perturbations, that are mostly indistinguishable
to a human observer but have devastating effects on DNNs. In our case, the initial
testing accuracy of above 90% (Fig. 5.2(a)) dropped to random decision (10%) after the
adversarial perturbations were used.

5.4

Conclusion

DNNs are used in a large number of real life products, including face recognition, facial
expression analysis, object recognition, speech recognition, and language translation, to
name but a few. Many companies depend on DNNs to design their products.
The main problem with DNNs is that they behave in a “black-box” manner, i.e, we do
not know how they learn, what they learn, or where these learned deep representations
will fail. This has led to a loss of trust by many [27, 213, 169, 59, 149]. Clear examples of
these are self-driving cars and medical diagnoses, with variants of the following argument:
If we do not know what the network learned and why and where it will fail, how can I
trust it to drive my car or give me a medical diagnosis.
In this chapter, we have introduced a set of tools and algorithms to address these
problems. We accomplished this by defining what learning in deep networks means.
Specifically, we demonstrated that learning to generalize to unseen (test) samples is
equivalent to creating cliques among large number of nodes, whereas memorizing specific
training samples (i.e, a type of learning that does not translate to good generalizations) is
equivalent to topological changes between low-correlated sets of nodes (i.e, nodes that are
not highly cooperative among themselves). We then showed how we can use these same
principles to determine when the network works correctly during testing. Specifically, we
showed we can reliably identify adversarial attacks.
Beyond what we have demonstrated in this chapter, it is worth mentioning that our
approach is general and by no means limited to feedforward neural networks or the use
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of backpropagation. Our approach works equally well on networks that have all types of
directed and undirected edges, e.g., [72], alternative to backpropagation [175], or different
types of activation functions.
Next chapter brings us back to the initial problem of facial action unit recognition.
We will show that by using the newly proposed analytically framework, we can now train
DSIN with increased control and performance and most importantly without the need of
any validation data. This is an important advancement especially for a problem where
labels are very expensive.
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Chapter 6
Improving the Deep Structure
Inference Network Through
Topological Early Stopping
A common technique to avoid overfitting when training deep neural networks (DNN) is
to monitor the performance in a dedicated validation data partition and to stop training
as soon as it saturates. This not only completely ignores what happens inside the model
by focusing only on what it does but it also requires additional labelled data. In this
chapter we use the analytical framework from Chapter 4 and the derived early stopping
algorithm (Alg. 3), which we will call topological early stopping (TES), to the problem
of facial Action Unit (AU) recognition 1 . This is particularly useful as labelling AUs is
costly which makes robust training of highly parametrized models like DNNs problematic.
We exemplify the benefits of using TES on the Deep Structure Inference Network (DSIN),
the network proposed in Chapter 3. We show that TES is superior in performance to
the early stopping with patience, the standard early stopping algorithm in the literature.
This proves beneficial for AU recognition performance and provides new insights into how
learning and memorizing of AUs occurs in DNNs.

6.1

Introduction

As many other computer vision problems, in recent years, automatic AU recognition
has been mainly performed using deep neural networks (DNN). Training DNNs through
supervised learning requires a vast number of labelled examples. Unfortunately, AU
annotation is an expensive and laborious task: labeling one minute of video can require one
hour for a specially trained coder and a laymen may need a long training in order to have
the appropriate level of expertise. Even with this set aside, quite often the labels are noisy
1

The reader is referred to Fig. 6.1 for an illustration of the AUs targeted here.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the Action Units targeted in this chapter. AU01: inner brow
raiser, AU02: outer brow raiser, AU04: brow lowerer, AU06: cheek raiser, AU07: lid
tightener, AU09: nose wrinkler, AU10: upper lip raiser, AU12: lip corner puller, AU14:
dimpler, AU15: lip corner depressor, AU17: chin raiser, AU23: lip tightener, AU25: lips
part, AU26: jaw drop.
or simply biased which affects the quality of what the models will learn. Furthermore,
as they became increasingly successful, DNNs also grew in complexity and became more
opaque, being commonly regarded as “black-box” models. This lead to a paradoxical
situation in which, we have models that perform very well, but we do not know how and
why.
A desirable property of a transparent DNN is to be interpretable. Interpretability is
the science of comprehending what a model did (or might have done) [73]. The main focus
of this chapter is to improve interpretability of DSIN as it learns to recognize facial AUs.
This is beneficial to performance as well, as new insights and increased control allow us
to perform early stopping in a novel way. Our main contributions in this chapter are: 1)
Increasing interpretability of DSIN, by looking into the behaviour of the network to decide
when it transitions from learning to memorizing AUs. 2) Harness this new insight to train
the DSIN for facial action recognition without the need of any validation data and with
improved performance. An overview of the approach is depicted in Fig. 6.2.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: we present the experimental setting
and discuss results in Sec. 6.2 and we conclude in Sec. 6.3.
2
Similar to Chapter 3, throughout this chapter we will denote any specific patch prediction network by
P P (< patch >), e.g., P P (beye) stands for the network trained on the between eye patch.
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Figure 6.2: (a) DSIN consists of an ensemble of patch prediction (PP) networks 2 , that
in the first phase learn local facial representations and in a second phase model joint
probabilities of labels through fusion and structure inference [34]. (b) We improve control
and transparency of the optimization process by performing topological early stopping
(TES) with Alg. 3.

6.2

Experimental Settings and Results

We first briefly comment experimental setup followed by a discussion of the main results.

6.2.1

Experimental Settings

We use randomly initialized VGG16 [194] as patch prediction network for DSIN. Even
though this is different to the original DSIN from Chapter 3 where a custom network was
employed, we show experimentally that the difference in performance is negligible. For
the experimental analysis we used BP4D and DISFA, the same two datasets from Chapter
3. A detailed description can be found there. To make things comparable we stick to the
training setting already presented in Chapter 3. All experiments are the result of a 3-fold
cross-validation. The DSIN is trained incrementally. Each of the PP networks are trained
first independently, then together with the immediately superior modules and so on until
all the network is trained jointly (see Alg. 1 in Chapter 3). We use two different strategies
to decide when to stop the training of each PP network. First we use early stopping with
patience (ESP) [16], the standard technique for practitioners of deep learning. We set
the patience factor p ∈ {10, 40} and we denote the results by DSINESP
. The first value
p
is commonly used in practice, the second was already used in Chapter 3 and it serves
for comparison. Second we use Alg. 3 to stop each training. The result is denoted with
DSIN T ES .
At each epoch during the training, we compute β1 (), and the coordinates of its
maximum β1max and (β1max ). The decision to stop early is based on the dynamic of the
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Figure 6.3: Topology dynamic and TES stopping decision for subnetworks of DSIN (upper
row) and training/validation evaluation dynamic (bottom row) on the BP4D. On the
evaluation dynamic, along with the TES decision (black line) we also mark ESP40 (red
line) and ESP10 (red dashed line) decision.
later, namely the network starts overfitting (transitions from learning to memorizing) when
(β1max ) starts regressing back to higher values. An actual illustration of it in practice is
shown in Fig. 6.3.

6.2.2

Results and Discussion

Patch Prediction. In Table 6.1 we show the performance per AU of each of the patch
prediction (PP) subnetworks of DSIN. As expected PP networks tend to perform better on
AUs they see and considerably worse on the ones they do not. It is just a confirmation of
the locality characteristic of AUs. In general, each model, infers labels not directly visible
by taking into account label structure. While, as expected the best average performance
is obtained by learning from the whole face, some PP networks are better for specific AUs.
This is the case for five of the seven AUs targeted in BP4D. PP(beye) is best on AU01
(inner brow raiser), PP(reye) is considerably better on AU02, PP(rcheek) on AU14, AU15
and AU25.
Early stopping In Figure 6.3 we illustrate the stopping decisions made by TES, ESP10
and ESP40 . On the BP4D, several interesting observations can be made. On average,
ESP10 stops 3.33 epochs later than TES, while ESP40 14.7 epochs later. A valid early
stopping can be performed without the use of validation data which is reflected by the
absolute mean difference in accuracy on the validation dataset between TES and ESP10
which is 0.75% nominal and the absolute mean difference between TES and ESP40 which
is 0.91% nominal. On the other hand, if we consider the performance on the training set,
on average the training accuracy when ESP10 stops is 6.03% higher then when TES stops,
while for ESP40 it is 9.85%. The main exception is for ESP10 in the case of PP(nose) and
PP(mouth). Because there is no significant difference in validation performance between
ESP and TES decision to stop, but considerable training performance differences, we argue
that the extra training iterations are used for memorising training samples. In Figure 6.4
we give a few examples of such cases. Observe that most of the memorized samples are
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method
AU01 AU02 AU04 AU06 AU07 AU10 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AU23 AU24 avg
PP(faces) [48.1] [28.2] 46.4 75.6 71.2 82.4 84.6
53.8
30.7
62.8 39.9 [36.0] 55.0
PP(reye)
37.4
35.2
39.0
65.3 [70.0] 71.6
73.9
60.2
22.0
48.4
17.8
20.7
46.8
PP(beye)
49.4
25.5 [46.1] 63.0
68.5
65.9
69.3
52.6
18.2
36.0
16.9
8.7
43.4
PP(mouth) 30.0
16.1
28.4
65.2
69.1 [80.7] 81.2 [62.0] [32.3] [60.8] [37.8] 34.1
49.8
PP(nose)
43.7
19.7
41.6
69.4
69.9
78.1
79.5
57.2
19.4
44.3
26.6
25.2
47.9
PP(rcheek) 36.5
25.3
38.7 [71.9] 67.7
79.9 [83.0] 63.6 33.8
50.9
36.7
41.2 [52.4]

Table 6.1: Recognition results on BP4D per patch. For each AU, best result is marked in bold
and second best result marked between square brackets.

especially for difficult AUs, where in any case the model had problems learning either
because of noisy labels, noisy input or unbalanced classes. For example AU04 in Fig.
6.4(a,c,d), AU17 in Fig. 6.4(b), AU10 in Fig. 6.4(e) or AU1 in Fig. 6.4(a) are good
examples of noisy labels. There is no visual cue that could indicate these AUs. Refer to
Fig. 6.1 for comparison. The only way that the DSIN could predict these labels is by
memorizing the particular mapping between the input and the label. Another interesting
example can be found in Fig. 6.4(f) where the input itself is very noisy due to poor
illumination.
Comparison With State-of-the-Art. In Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 we show final
results of DSIN trained using TES and ESP compared to some state-of-the-art methods.
Notice that even without the use of validation data DSINT ES obtains competitive or
better results. Because of the addition of fusion and structure inference on top of the
PP networks there is considerable benefit to some AUs like AU04 and AU14 for BP4D.
These are AUs that benefit from the structure inference as they are highly correlated
(positively or negatively with other) with other AUs (for the pairwise correlations refer to
Figure 3.11) and from fusing the PPs as is the case of AU4 where the dedicated network
PP(mouth) has considerable better performance than the holistic PP(face). If we were to
compare the two ways of training a new set of observations could be made. For example for
BP4D (Table 6.2), it is interesting to notice that in the case of AU02 the improvement is
significant. We hypothesise that this might be the result of the earlier stopping especially
in the case of PP(face), PP(reye) and PP(rcheek) that saves unnecessary memorization
in the networks and permits better learning in the later stages of fusion and structure
learning. Compare this with the result for AU04, where DSINESP
is outperforming both
10
DSINESP
and DSINT ES . This might be related to the fact that ESP stops earlier than
40
the other two for PP(nose) patch related to this AU. In the case of DISFA on the other
hand (Table 6.3), there is significant improvement especially for AU02 which again might
corresponds to the fact that networks trained on upper face patches are stopped from
memorizing earlier by the TES. Finally, in the case of DSINT ES it is important to keep in
mind that the validation data is not needed. Instead, this could be used for increasing the
training partition with further additional benefits for performance and generalization.
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Figure 6.4: After a sufficient number of iterations, if the training continues, the generalization gap increases without any significant improvement on the validation set. We
show here some examples of noisy labels that the dedicated networks of DSIN memorize
between the epoch TES would stop and the epoch ESP would stop.
method
JPML [249]
DRML [250]
CPM [241]
ROI [119]
DSINESP
40
DSINESP
10
DSINT ES

AU01 AU02 AU04 AU06 AU07 AU10 AU12 AU14 AU15 AU17 AU23 AU24 AVG
32.6
25.6
37.4
42.3
50.5
72.2
74.1
65.7
38.1
40.0
30.4
42.3
45.9
36.4
41.8
43.0
55.0
67.0
66.3
65.8
54.1
33.2
48.0
31.7
30.0
48.3
43.4
40.7
43.3
59.2
61.3
62.1
68.5
52.5
36.7
54.3
39.5
37.8
50.0
36.2
31.6
43.4
77.1
73.7
85.0 87.0
62.6
45.7
58.0
38.3
37.4
56.4
[49.9] 41.2
54.1
73.1
73.4
80.0 [84.9] [63.5] 35.2
63.1 [42.1] 41.6
58.5
49.7 [42.5] 56.6
72.0 [74.7] [81.1] 82.2
62.2
36.5 [63.9] 40.1
43.3 [58.7]
50.4 44.3 [56.2] [73.3] 75.6
79.3
83.2
61.2 [42.7] 65.2 44.2 [43.1] 59.9

Table 6.2: AU recognition results on BP4D. Best results are shown in bold. Second best results
are shown in brackets.
method
APL[255]
DRML [250]
ROI [119]
DSINESP
40
DSINESP
10
DSINT ES

AU01
11.4
17.3
41.5
45,3
43,2
[44.4]

AU02
12.0
17.7
26.4
38.0
[39.1]
43.6

AU04
30.1
37.4
[66.4]
65.2
67.3
64.8

AU06
12.4
29.0
50.7
29.4
31.2
[33.1]

AU09
10.1
10.7
8.5
[42.8]
42.6
43.1

AU12
65.9
37.7
89.3
[73.8]
73.5
72.2

AU25
21.4
38.5
88.9
90.2
[89.1]
88.0

AU26
26.0
20.1
15.6
41.5
40.3
[41.3]

avg
23.8
26.7
48.5
[53.3]
[53.3]
53.8

Table 6.3: AU recognition results on DISFA. Best results are shown in bold. Second best results
are shown in brackets.

6.3

Conclusion

In this final chapter, we studied the functional topology of the DSIN while it learns to
recognize facial AU recognition. We show that even without a separated validation data
partition, the DSIN can be stopped correctly during training with significant benefits for
the performance of the network. Also, it is a first glimpse into what a DNN does when
learning AUs, an important step towards increased transparency and interpretability in
facial AU recognition with deep neural networks.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Facial expressions are fundamental for human communication in social contexts. One of
the most important ways of coding facial expressions is by using facial action units, a
set of local micro-expressions defined by muscular facial activity. In this thesis we tackle
the problem of automatic facial action unit recognition from images. We first proposed
the Deep Structure Inference Network, a custom deep neural network specially designed
to learn local facial representations and to model output structure. We then define a
novel generic theoretical framework based on algebraic topology for analyzing deep neural
networks. We show that networks that learn are topologically different from networks that
memorize and we propose an early stopping algorithm that does not need validation data.
Finally, we applied these new insights to the Deep Structure Inference Network for more
performant and more transparent facial action unit recognition.

7.1

Contributions

The complete set of contributions in this thesis are the following:
1. Automatic Facial Expression Recognition. General Framework, Evolutionary Perspective and Trends.
(a) An evolutionary perspective of affect inference from the face (Chapter 2.2).
(b) Definition of comprehensive taxonomy of automatic computer vision approaches
to automatic facial expression recognition (Chapter 2.3).
(c) Extended survey of historical and current trends in AFER (Chapter. 2.4).
2. Performance in Facial Expression Recognition.
(a) Proposal of a model that learns representation, patch and output structure of
the face end-to-end (Chapter 3.3).
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(b) Introduction of a structure inference topology that replicates inference algorithm
in probabilistic graphical models by using a recurrent neural network (Chapter
3.3).
(c) Extended ablation study and experimental analysis of the newly proposed
architecture (Chapter 3.4).
3. Interpretability in Facial Expression Recognition.
(a) Formulation of novel general framework for analysis of deep neural networks
based on algebraic topology (Chapter 4).
(b) Analysis of fundamental topological differences between DNNs that learn and
DNNs that memorize (Chapter 5).
(c) Analyze and improving performance of the previously proposed architecture for
facial expression architecture using the new theoretical framework (Chapter 6.)

7.2

Future Work

The Deep Structure Inference Network could be improved in several ways. First, at least
initial parts of the network are redundant, there is a lot of room to optimize the size of
the model while keeping its performance. Second, there is also considerable redundancy
in the fusion modules, a slimmer, more simple architecture could be easily envisioned.
Third, several additions would probably make it more robust. For example facial geometry
or person specific features could be used. With the analytical framework proposed we
have barely scratched the surface of what could be done. First, there is a lot of room
for improvement in terms of computation cost. Any advance would greatly increase
its usability in real world scenarios. Then, one could ask very interesting additional
questions. For example, if we can predict transition towards overfitting using topology,
could we get even further by regressing the generalization gap? If we know that deep
networks that learn have specific topological properties, could a topological criterion guide
optimization of neural networks without the need of labelled observations? Finally, in
terms of explainability of facial action unit recognition, it is still not clear when a network
is biased, and why it is taking a certain decision or not. Hopefully, future research will
shed light on at least some of these questions.
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